
CONFIDENTIAL. 

, No. O-PUBLIC WonKs. ~ 
. , 

. GOVERmIE..~t OF INDIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF JNDVSTRIES AND LABOUR. 

cmL WORKS-MISCELLANEOUS. 

To 

THE RIGHT HON'BLE THE 'EARL OF BIRKENHEAD, 
Hi8 Majesty'. Secretary of State for India. 

Simla, the 7th July 1927. 

SUBJECT :-Comment8 of the Government of Bombay on the reporl of the Committee 
appointed by the Government of India to enquire into the Bombay Back Bay 
Reclamation Scheme. 

My LORD, 

IN continuation of our Industries and Labour Department letter No. Mis.·81, 
dated the 4th May 1927, we have the honour to forward herewith a copy of the 
papers noted in the annexed schedule, and to invite your attention to the letter 
from the Bombay Government No. S.B.-68/Confl., dated the 26th May 1927, in 
which they communicate their comments on the findings of the Bombay Back 
Bay Enquiry Committee in regard to the inception and conduct of that scheme. 

2. We do not propose in this despatch to deal in detail with the local Govern· 
ment's contentions as it seems to us that it would be inadvisable, even were it 
possible, for us to adopt the attitude of judges as between the Committee and the 
Government of Bombay. The Committee, with a Chief Justice as Chairman, 
had the complete evidence before them, and we have every reason to believe that 
theitReport embodies such conclusions as may fairly be drawn from that evidence, 
regarded as a whole. The local Government desire that difIerent conclusions 
should be drawn, but before there could be any question of our challenging the 
Committee's findings it would be necessary for us, firstly, to re-examine the whole 
evidence which accompanies the Report, in order to see how far it supports or refutes 
the case which the Bombay Government are now trying to establish, and, secondly, 
to take further evidence on various aspects of the question in regard to which 
they suggest that the Committee were not in possession of adequate information. 
In othel: words, it would be necessary for us to re-open the enquiry ah initio. 

3. Any such action on our part would, in our opinion, be most undesirable, nor" 
having in view the composition of the Committee and the extraordinary thorough
ness with which the enquiry was conducted, as evidenced in the examination of the 
various witnesses, would any useful object be likely to be attained thereby. The 
position of a quasi-judicial Committee of this nature, charged to record findings, is 
very difIerent from that of one which is merely asked to make recommendations for 
action, which recommendations may be either accepted or rejected by Government. 
It may, we think, be safely assumed that their findings follow the weight of the 
evidence. -



4. -For this reason, we merely forwa.rd the-local Government's letter for Your 
Lordship'S infQrmation. Unless Your Lordship holds a contrary view, we do not, 
however, propose to place any obstacle in the way of the local Gove~ent, should 
they desire to give pUblicity to the points brought out in their letter either in the local 
Press or in a statement to their Legislative COp,ncil. At the same time, we propose 
to inform the local Government that such action would, in our opinion, be un
desirable, though we must leave the decision entirely to them. We shall be glad 
~to learn Your Lordship'S views on this pqint. . 

w ~ ~ve.t~ honour to be, 

My Lolm, 

Your Lordship's most obedient, h~ble Servants. 

(Signed) mWIN. 

.. W. R. BmDWOOD • 

" B. P. BLACKETT. 

" A. P. MUDDIMAN:. 

!' B. N. IDTRA. 

~, MD.HABm~. 

" 
S. R. DA$. 

, " ~. RAl~. 



Schedule of enclosures. 

!I. 'Letter 'No. ¥is.-SI, dated the 2nd February 1927, from the 
tGovernment <1f India to the Government of Bombay. 

~. Letter No. S. B. 6S/Confi., dated the 26th May 1927, from the 
~Go,velllIV.ent of Bombay to the Government of India. 



Duplicate 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIES 
LABOUR. 

CIVIL WORKS--MlSCEI.LA.~EOUS. 

1927. 

No. 5-PuBuo WOaKS, DAtED SntLA, TU 

Jt1LY 1927. 

Lz'lTD TO HIs MAJESTY'S SECBE'rABY or S 
rOB INDIA. 

SUBJECT. 

I 
Comments of the Government of Bombay OIl 

repon of the Committee appointed by the Gov 
men' of India to enquire into the Bombay I 
:Bay Reclamation Scheme. 



Enclos1tte I to despatch No. 6-P.W. of 1921. 

CoPY OF" LETTER No. MIS.-SI, DATED THE 2ND FEBRUARy' 1927, FROM THE SECRE· 
TARY TO THE GOVERNMENf 017 INDIA, DEPARTMENT Olr INDUSTRIES AND 
LABOUR, PUBLIC 'YORKS BRANCH, TO THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT 
OJ!' BoMBAY. DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, Bor.IBAY~ 

Report of t[te Committee appointed by the Government 0/ India to enquire into the 
Bombay Back Bay Reclamation Scheme. 

The Report of the Committee appointed by' the Government of India t<r 
enquire into the Bombay Back BarRe~lamation Scheme was published on the 
17th January 1927. The publication was accompanied by a briefresolution express
ing the O(}vernment of Inrlia.'s appreciation of the services of the Chairman and 
Members of the Committee. 

2.. In regard to future operations, the Government of India must leave it to the 
Bombay Government to-take such action as they ma.y desire on the recommeqda
tions summarised in paragraph 191 of the Committee's Report, subject to the 

, provision of fwuis in the local Government's budget and to proper sanction being 
obtained in regard to any expenditure which is beyond tile powers of sanction of the 
local Government. They would, howev~r; liKe to be informed in dU6- course of the 
action which the local Government may decide to- ta,ke on the CoIIJ.Diittee's recom
mendations. 

3. Inregltrd to the findings. of the Committee on the inception and conduct of the 
8Gheme, I am to ask whether the local Government have any comments to-make on 
the Committee's findings which they thiu.k desirable or proper to bring to the notice 
().{ the Government of India. • • 



Enclosure 2 to despatch N0.5 P.W. ot 1927. 

Confidential. 

No 8.B.-68 
• (ConJI.) 

DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT: 

Bombay Castle, 26th May 1927. 

From 

To 

SIR, 

R. D. BELL, ESQUIRE, O.I.E., I.C.S., 
Secretary to the Government of Bombay, 

Development Department, 
BOII\bay; 

THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, 
Department of Industries and Labour, 

{public Works B:ran,ch} . 
. 

Subject :-Reporl oj the Committee appointed by the Government of [ndta 
to enquire into the Bombay Back Bay Reclamation Scheme. 

I am directed to reply to the letter from "the Government of India No. Alis.-81 , 
dated the 2nd February 1927, regarding the Report 01 the Committee appointed 
by them to enquire into the Bombay Back Bay Recla.mation Scheme. The 
Government of Bombay have already communicated, in their letter No. S. B.-724, 
dated the 25th April 1927, the action which they have decided to take in regard 
to future operations. The present letter contains their comments, which the 
Government Of India have invited in paragrtph 3 of their letter under reply, on the 
findings of the Enquiry Committee in regard to the inception and conduct of the 
scheme. 

2. The two most important criticisms of the Enquiry Committee in regard to 
the inception of .t~e scheme are those relating to the acceptaI!,ce of Sir George 
Buchanan.'sestimate, in 1919, of Rs. 367'611akhs and the failure to detect that the 
specification of the dredger" Sir George Lloyd" was"inadequate for the material, 
as described by Mr. Kidd and Sir GeQrge Buchanan, in which it had to work. 

TM 1912 and 1919 estimates. 

(Repott paragraphs 44, 46 and 205.) 

3. The Enquiry Committee in discussing the acceptance of the 1919 estimate 
have noted that the Government of Bombay and the Government of India had each 
expressed approval of Mr. Kidd's estimate of R~. 325'23lakhs in·1912. They then 
state that in 1919 "prices of material and plant had risen by about ~75 per cent. 
and of labour by nearly 100 per cent. over the pre-war rates" (paragraph 44) and that 
cc it was common knowledge.-that prices of .plant, material and labour, when taken 

"coUectivelY7 had gone <up at least 2} times In th!'. period between 191~ and·1919 " 
(para~a.p11205). IC Even when full account is taken.ohhe course of exchange and its 
effect on the rupee cost of plant purchased in England," it appeared to the Committee 
t' astonishing that the responsible officers ot the 'Governments of India and of 
Bombay were not struck by the very slight increase of Sir George -Buchanan's 
estimate 'over ·that of Mr. Kidd" (paragraph '44.). "Rs. 367'61 fakhs was a 
maQifest ~nderestimate and proper scrutiny would infallibly have demonstrated 
it" (paragraph 205). In paragraph 200 the Committee express surprise that 
Lord Lloyd, who was then Governor of BombaY'. "overfooked.. the app~nt 
in~dequacy of Sir George Buchanan's figures". .' 
• 4. The Committee's conclusion that prices of plant', material and labour. 

when takeu collectively. had gone v.p 21 times in the period between 1912 and 1919 
app~arS" to be based entirely .on evidence recorded in London, principally £:om 
Lieutenant Colonel Paddon, Director General of S1lores, when he was re-exammed 
on 14th October 1926. . Oolonel Paddon's evidence related to prices, in England, 
of materials and plant such.as pig-iron, cement, rails, plates, wago~s. locomotives, 
cranes, storiebreakers and even coal. It is to b~ noted, ht>wever, that for the PlOst 
expensive part of the plant-that r~quired for ~edging-Sir George Buchanan 
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was able to quote a definite price and that, while he had converted this price into 
rupees on the basi~ of £1 = ~s. 12, exchange was even -more favourable than this 
over the whole penod during which the estimate was under the consideration of the 
Government of Bombay, the Government of Indi~ and the Secretary of State. 
Actually between November 1919 when Sir George Buchanan's report was received 
by the Government of Bombay and May 1920 when the scheme received the 
approval of the Secretary of State, the rupee did not fall below 2/1 (monthly avera(Ye). 
The Committee also appear not to have taken account of the important fact that 
early in 1920.the Secretary of State declared his policy of pegging the rupee at two 
shillings on a gold basis. The order for the dredger plant was not placed as !lOon 
as the Government of Bombay in 1919 desired but, while this delay involved an 
increased price in sterling, the Government of Bombay appeared, at the time, to be 
a:Qlply protected by the course of exchange which rose in February 1920 as hi(Yh 
a,.s 2/11 and seemed likely, under the decision of the Secretary of State, to remain 
above 2/ for a considerable period and unlikely ever' to fall below this level. 
Sir George Buchanan's estimate was thus under consideration at a time when the 
sterling value of the rupee was passing the peak, while the sterling payments in 
1921-22 for the dredging and other plant were made when the rupee touched its 
'lowest value. The Committee seem not to have taken sufficient account of these 
circumstances nor to have made any exact estimate of the eHects of tLe 
fluctuations in exchange (See appendix" A"). 

5. The Committee also made no enquiry into the course of local rates in 
Bombay between 1912 and 1919. Their method of contrasting Sir George 
Buchanan's 1919 estimate with Mr. Kidd's 1912 estimate entirely on the basis of the 
course of priges in England, with only a general reference to exchange, has left the 
impression that Mr. Kidd's estimate of 1912 should have been multiplied by 2i 
in order to,.confOJ.1ll to the conditions prevailing in J30mbay in 1919. In these 
circumstances/it is desirable that the Government of India should have a more 
exact analysi~ of Sir George Buchana.n's 1919 estimate than was attempted by the 
Enquiry Committee. 

6. The Committee's criticisms of the estimate are based on a comparison of 
Sir George Buchanan's 1919 estimate with Mr. Kidd'a 1912 estimate. and it is 
pertinent to note the circumstances in which Mr. Kidd prepared his estimate, viz., 
that his firm, Messrs. Lowther Kidd and Company, should carry out the work at 
an inclusive cost of 5 per cent. on the outlay, subject to a maximum of 5 per cent. 
on the estimate as finally accepted by the GQvernment of Bombay, after careful 
scrutiny, and with a bonus 01 one-fifth on an, saving that might be achieved (vide 
letter No. C.W.-133, dated 21st January 1911, from the Government of Bombay, 
Public Works Department, to the Government of India, Public Works Departmen~ 
quoted at page 455 of the London evidence). In 1914, the Government of Bombay-, 
confirmed their intention. to give the work to Messrs. Lowther Kidd and. 
Company on these .terms (London eyidence, page 462 paragraph 21). Mr. Kidd's 
estimate was therefore' framed to protect the interests of his firm.. ~ Without . 
examining the estimate in detail, and qUlte apa!t from- the circumstance 
that Mr. Kidd's rates both for wet and ary filling in. the estimate which 
he tendered in 1919 on' behalf of Sir William :Armstrong Whitworth an~ 
Company were undoubtedly ex;cessive, it seems that any comp~rison 
between the 1919 estimate of Sir George Buchanan and the 1~12 estuuate. 
of Mr. Kidd must be made with caution, as there is reason now to conSIder that the 
earlier estimate was a generous one. The Government of Bombf1Y in 1919 indeed 
accepted Sir George Buchanan's estimate of Rs. '367 fakhs plus 10 per cent. 
increase on the basis that the pre-war price in 19.12 was not Mr. Kidd's estima~ 
of·Rs. 325lakhs but Sir George Buchanan's revised figure of Re. 241 '90 lakhs (~1l 
George Buchanan's report, paragraph 39). On this basis there was not~g 
astonishiI).g in the belief that the work could be carried out in 1919 for the reVISed 
and accepted estimate of Rs. 400 lakhs when regard is had to the course of local 
prices and the exchange value of the rupee. .. 

7 .• The other basis of the Committee's comparison is that be.tween 1912 a~ 
1919 the cost of plant, material and laboUI had risen to 2} or 21 t,mes the e3!lier 
rates. This also requires examination.. According to ~e' tender .rates r~lved 
by the Public Works Depa.rtment in 1912 and 1919,~espectively, the mcrease III the 
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cost of building during t~t period was 90 per cent. Building work is, however, 
not strictly comparable witn a reclamatio.a scheme, which comprised virtually 
only a sea-'tall, with a large quantity of dredged filling and a smaller quantity 
of murnm. I t is interesting thai in the Public Works Department tenders, just 
referred to, the rate for earth filling was the same both in 1912 and 1919. 

8. The records of the Public Work~ Department, the Bombay City Improve
ment Trust and the Bombay Port Trust all show that the increase in the cost of 
labour between 1912 imd 1919 was only 50 per cent. and not 100 per cent. as the 
Enquiry Committee state in -'paragraph 44 of their Rep'ort. This was the allowance 
maqe also by Sir George Buchanan i.n his 1919 estimate (see h.i& report; pages 30-31}. 
Mr. Kidd allowed for 20 per cent. of this increas~ in his 1912 estunate. 

9. The Improvement Trust's cost of road-mahing, including storm-watet 
drains, sewers, tree-planting, lighting, contingencies and supervision rose from 
Rs. 27 '03 per r.ft. (40 feet wide) in 1912 to Rs. 41 '62 in 1919~an increase of 
54 per cent. (appendix B). This figure has a definite bearing on a part of Sir George 
Buchanan's estim]1te. 

10. According to Port Trust records their average rate for rubble masonry in 
1911-12 was Rs. 23 per brass and in 1919 Rs. 33 per brass-an increase of 70 per 
cent. Murum was supplied for the ~Iazgaon-Sewri Reclamation at various times 
at the following rates:-

Per brass. 

Rs. a. p. 
1916 3 8 0 

1918 .... 4 8 0 

1919 .. 4 '10 0 

192Q 3 8 '0 

1921 4 8 0 

In 1912 murum was obtained for another work at Rs. 2-8-0 per brass. It 
is difficul~ to compare these .rates strictly owing to varyi.n.g circumstances,' 
but it is at-least clear that the rise in the cost of this class of work was much 
below the Enqniry Committee's estimate and might reasonably be fixed at abou~ 
60 pel cent. 

11. Taking all the facts into consideration, it is safe to conclude that the 
increase in the cost of publia works in',Bombay between 1912 and 1919 was certainly 
1ess'tllab-lOO per cent. and ,for a,Work()~ the nature of the reclamation the increase 

. was probably much less: " .. ' . 
I' " ' • 
• U r 12. An important point to w hJCh the .. Enquiry .Committee made no 
refeIence is th~ rise in prices.in Bombay after 1919. The following are the 

.percentage increaseS in so~ ,typical it~s by the e,nd of 1921 :-
Per cent. 

Labour •• ,38 
-Brick&- 85 

Li~ ',' 32 
Cement • _" :.~ _ _ 100 (D1aximu,m.) 

Dil fuel (fot drOdg~) .• _ 117 
Broken stone (for r~ad m~Wor concrete) 43 
Rubble stone • .. 92 

13. ~ The co~cJusion of' the Government of Bombay is that, as they recorded 
no ~vidence on these matters in Bombay, the Enquiry Committee did not realise 
thatJocal prices in 19}9 had not increased over pre-wa~ prices by anything like 
the amount of the fise in England nor did they realise how very considerable the 
rise was in local prices after 1919. - . 

. 14. The Enquiry. Committee's method of co~verting rupee values into sterling 
on the basis of one rupee being equal to one shilling imd six pence also distorted the 
facts in favour of their critic~ In paragraph 51 of their Report, Mr. Kidd's 1912 
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estimate of Rs. 325 lakhs is taken as the equivalent of £2,437000 whereas its 
sterling value in 1912 was only £2,167,000 (Re. 1 =1/4). Similarly, Sir George 
Buchanan's estimate of Rs. 367lakhs should have been converted into sterling at the 
exchange rate of £1 = Rs. 12, while the estimate of R~. 400 lakhs, as finany accepted 
by the Government of Bombay and the Goyernment of India, should have been 
converted into -sterling at an exchange rate of not less than 2/ per rupee •. Thus 
the comparision in sterling between Mr. Kidd's estunate of Rs. 3251akhs in 1912 
and the figure of Rs. 400 lakhs accepted by the Government of Bombay and the 
Government of India in 1919-20 should be between £2,167,000 and a sum not 
less than £4,000,000, instead of £2,437,000 and £3,000,000 quoted in paragraph 51 
of the Report. " 

.15. In view of these c;iti~isms of the Enq~ .Committee's finding regarding 
the Inadequacy of the 1919 estImate, an examInation of the 1919 figures is made 
below in order to ascertain whether, in the light of the subsequent rise in local 
prices and the heavy fall in exchange, the estimate of Rs. 400 lakhs accepted 
by the Government of Bombay and the Government of India may now be con-
sidered to have been reasonable. • 

16. The first item which may be considered in the estimate is for co roads. 
drains and lighting-Rs. 75Iakhs". This was based on a lump sum estimate of 
Rs. 59'451akhs described as made by the Public Works Department and incor
porated by Mr. Kidd in his estimate in 1912. According to tM experience of the 
Improvement Trust, the corresponding figure in 1919 should have been 54 per 
oent. higher, viz., Rs. 9I·55Iakhs. Sir George Buchanan's estimate of Rs. 75 
lakhs and the increase of 10 per cent. made on it by the Government of Bombay 
were therdore too low. But the difference on the estimate as accepted by the 
Government of Bombay was only Rs. 9.lakhs. 

17. There are, however, obscure points regarding both Mr. Kidd's and Sir 
George Buchanan's estimates for this item. The Public Works Department 
estimate in 1912 for roads, lighting and drains was RI,J. 55'541akhs and it is not 
apparent how Mr. Kidd adopted Rs. 59'45 lakhs. It was believed that Sir George 
Buchanan in his original estimate had overlooked the provision required for stonn
water drains and he was informed by the Chairman of the Enquiry Committee 
that there was no provision for 'storm-water drains in the Public Works 
Department estimate (London evidence, page 574 lines 62-63). The Public: 
Works Department estimate did, however, provide f9r storm-water draiDs and 
other items as follows :-

(1) metalling and pitching (the latter being meant to be" rubble packing" 
under the metal). - , 

(2) pavements, 
(3) trees and grass strip,. 
(4) lighting, and, 
(5) storm-water drains with manholes and water gullies including 'Outfall 

heads, etc. 

There was a separate Public Works Department'estimate in.1912 for seWerage 
amounting to Rs. 53'4Ilakhs subsequently reduced to Rs. 40 lakhs.' . . . . 

The total of the Public Works Department estimates for -d~velopment 
was, therefore :- . . i' 

Roads, lights and storm-waler drains ,.' Rs.55\54Iakhs. 
c. "0 " oewerage ~ 

95'54 " 
This is ,apparently the origin of the Chairman's suggestion at page 827. lines 
5-14, of the London evidence that Mr. ilidd's estimate of Rs. 59 lakhs was a 
transposition of the figures 95. 

18. It seems, therefore, that in 1912 Mr. Kidd's estimate of Rs. 59'45 lakhs 
was either an error or he omitted the provision for sewerage. Sir George Bucha~n 
seems to ha ve based his estimate of Rs. 75 lakhs on the figure adopted by Mr. ~dd 
without a.scertaining exactly what it covered., (Londo~ evid~nce, page 574 lin~ 



44 to page 575 line 2}. He was aware, however, that the item did not include 
sewerage (London evidence, page 575 lines 13-16). It may b~ accepted, therefore. 
that Sir George Buchanan did intend to provide the storm-water drains but to 
omit the sewerage in his 1919 estima~e. " 

19. The cost of development in the project estimate of ~ 922 is as follow.s :

Rs.lakhs. 
Roads 
,Drains (i.e., sewers) 
Storm-water drain! 

.. 
... 

119'96 
27'67 
64"28 

Total ,211'91 

This item has been.greatly increased because of the higher standards in ro~d 
COllstruction now requir.ed by the Municipality, Since 1919 there has been a 
similar increase ixl the cost of road-making and lighti g by the Improvement 
Trust ow.ing to the higher standards to which that body now works. 

20, It should be added that it was subsequently decided that, as Sir George 
Buchanan had made no independent estimate of the cost of development, his 
firm should not r~ceive commission on the .cost of roads, lighting and sewerage but 
ollIy on t .. e cost of reclamation proper including storm-water drains. 

21. Deducting for roads, drains and lighting Rs. 75 lakhs plus overhead 
charges at 5 per cent. from Rs, 367'61 lakhs, Sir George Buchanan's estimate is 
reduced to Rs, 28S'86lakhs lor the other items, viz. :-

(1) Sea-wall 
(2) Reclamation 
(3) Engineering charges at 5 per cent, on (I) and (2) 

Allow f(lr value (If plant 

Rs.lakhs, 
US'U 
166'52 
1423 

298'S6 
10 

288'S6 

This figure was raised by 10 per tent. by the Government of ~mbay an<l the 
Government of India. It is t<> be seen. how far this was adeq~ate f(lr the items 

. specified, 

• 22. '. Tlie.estifuate for th~ sea-'Yall as ,accepted by the GQvermnent of Bombay 
was'~-' 

• Works 
Overhe.ad charges at 5 per cent. 

S~r George Buehana~s estimate .. 
.4dd,~ 1 0 per cent. 

~s .. ~aJ4!.s . 
11,8'11 

5:91 

124'02 
12'40 

136'42 

2a. In paragraph P9 of their,Report the Committee have stated that the cost 
of the sea-wall up to date exceeds Rs. 2QO lakhs, This figure appears to have ,been 
c~lculated as follows :-

(I) Direct expenditure on sea-wall 
(2) Expenditure on temporary :works 
(3) Establishment charges 
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... 
Rs.lakhs. 

62'74 
127'52 
14'96 

205"22 



, These figures include expendituxe up to the end of November 1926. The cost 
of temporary works should, however, be spread over other items than the sea
wall, and I am to attach a statement (appendix C) Ehowing that up to the end of 
November 1926- the total cost of the sea-wall, inclusive of all charges was 
Rs. 157'50 lakhs. The cost oflOmpletingtheexisting gap of 1,850 feet in th~ sea
wall is Rs. 8'39 lakhs, so that the estimated total cost of the sea-wall when com

.pleted is Rs. 165'89 lakhs:" The exces'3 over Sir George Buchanan's figure is 
Rs. 41 "87 lakbs or 34 per cent. and over the figure accepted by the Government 
of BOII'.bay is Rs. 29'47 lakhs or 22 per cent. Having regard to the rise in costs 
after 191\1 (vuie paragraph 12) and the unfavouxable exchange (para!rraph 4) it 
does not appear that the estimate for the sea-wall was in 1919 a " manifest und~r
estimate ". 

24. The seeond item·in paragraph 21 is "Reclamation Rs. 166"52 lakhs·". 
ns. 1251akhs of this an. ount is on acco, nt of wet filling (mud and clay) and will be 
discussed later. Practically the whole of the balance is on account of murum at 
Rs. 2 per cu'lic y~rd. .It selms suffici('nt to state that the. Comm'ttee pr "sideu 
over by Mr. NeIlson In Bombay accept.:od Rs. 1'57 per CUhlC yard as the rate at 
which murum filling had actually been done by the Development Dl:pntmcnt. • 

25 .. It is convenient to refer here to the increase in the C06t of plant, other 
than t~e dredgi,.ng plant, caused by the collapse of the rupee after February 11;20. 
This increase affects the cost of the sea-wall, dry-filling and murum·topp:ng, and 
stOlm-water dra:'ns (appmdix OJ. From the commenCEment of the work to the I:'n(1 
of DeCEmber 1926 the payments made by the High Commissioner for plent, other 
than the dredge,!, booster and pipe line/amounted to £546,030, the rupee equivalent 
of whi<h, at tlie average rate of exchange from time to time, appears in the scheme 
accounts as Rs. 81,41,888. If the average rate of exchange h.a.d been £1 =Rs. 12, 
as adopted by Sir George Buchanan, the rupee payment for this plant would have 
been reduced by..Rs. 15'91akhs, and if exchange had been pegged at Re. 1 =2/-, 
as was the prospect in 1920, the reduction would ha.ve been Rs. 26"821akhs. Taking 
these figUr~s and those in paragraph 12 into account with the excess cost of the sea
wall and the reduced cost of muxum, the Government of Bombay cannot agree that 
Sir George .Bu<t~nan's estimate as finally accepted by the Government of Bomba.y 
and the Government of India was, as regards the cost of the sea-wall and of reclama
tion by murum, a " manifest underestImate" and that" this tact could have been 
dem~nstrated in 1919 at Bombay or Delhi by a few simple questions OJ. 

26. 'There remains for discussion the last item in Sir George Buchanan's 
estimate, viz., filling (clay and mud) 25,000,000 cubic yards at 8 annas per cubic yard; 
total cost Rs. 125 lakhs plus engineering charges at 5 per cent. This brings the 
discussion to what"has been regarded from the outset as the crux of the scheme. 
When the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme was submitted to the Government of 
India in December 1919, it was stated that; on its technical aspects, the Governor 
in Council offered no opinion (letter No. 10550, dated the 4th December 1919, from 
the Gov,ernment of Bombay, General DepartILent, to the Government of India.) 
As regards the prospects of successful dredging, the Government of Bombay were 
peculiarly in the hands of Sir George Buchanan. Nevertheless it is proper to 
point out now that there was nothing unreason~ble on the face of Sir Geor~e 
Buchanan's estimates under. this head and that they broke down on account of his 
failure to appreciate correctly the nature of the material in the bed of the harbo~, 
his advioe that .the rubble wall should not be sealed, and his failur~ to adVl8e 
the working of two shifts for 24 hours a day from the very outset of dredging 
operations. 

27. Sir George Buchanan's estimate of 8 a~s per cubic yard for wet filling 
was based on the figure of 7'04 annas given in the table at page 30 of his repo~. 
·It may be divided approximately into 4 annas per cubic yard· for plant (as this 
correspoll,ds to the definite price (£499,000) at which the dredging plant was 
offered by Messr~. Simons and Company and the exchange rate of £1 =Rs .. 12 
assumed by Sir George Buchanan) 'fhis leQ~ 4 annas per cubic yard for working 
expenses. The estimate for tlie dredging plant may be taken, therefore, as 4 :< 
25,000,000 amias=Rs. 62'25 lakhs. Whatever the couxse of prices for plant ill 
London was between 1912 and 1919, this did not affect the fact that the Govern
ment of Bombay had a definite price as the basis ofthis estimate. It is alleg~d t~t 
the dredging plant was inadeCj,uate to its task, but this is another matter which ~U 
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be discussed late1'. By adding 10 per cen~. tQ this item of the estimate and albwinrr 
tor the illcreasin~ly favourable rate of exchange, the Gover.un.ent of pombay had 
no reason to fear In 1919-20 that the item would be exceeded. The delay in placing 
the ordel for the dredging plant, for which the Government of Bombay cannot be 
beld responsible, resulted in an increased price in sterling, and the collapse-of the 
rupee fUlther added to this excess over the original estimate. The total cost of 
the dredging plant has been £~592 which appears in the accounts as a sum of 
Rs. -89,45,147. A two-shilling rupee, on which the Government of Bombay had 
reason to count, would have reduced the rupee payment to Rs. 64 '06lakhlJ as against 
R'J. 68'47 lalls {Rs. 62'25 la~s plus 10 per cent.} accepted by the Government 
of Bombay in UJl9. Again, there was no reason for the Government of Bombay 
to consider that the rate of 4 annas per cubic yard was inadequate for working 
expenses. Indeed experience has shown that, provided always that Sir George 
Buchanan's appreciation of the material in the bed of the harbour had been correct, 
the work might have been done in the neighbourhood of this rate. The rate has 
been exceeded to a Emall extent on account of the increased cost of labour-and oil. 
fuel, and to a very large extent because output has been low. Nevertheless, the 
averag rate for dredging by the" Sir George Lloyd" over the whole period has 
been 8 annas per cublC yard dredged in the harbour. O"er the nine weeks of the 
current season during which the dredger " Sir George Lloyd" was in commission 
before the breakdown of her pumping engine, the output per hour was 1556 cubic 
yards as compared with the specified output of 2000 cubic yards, and on the basis 
of this output the cost fell to 6 annas per cubic yard. 

28. There was nothing, therefore, on the face of Sir George Buchanan's estimate 
in 1919 to suggest to the Gov,rom nt of Bombay that it was an under
estimate .• Its further examination in the light of local experimce shows that 
the Committee are not correct in stating that the fact that it was an 
undereatimate "could have been demonstrated in 1919 at Bombay or Delhi 
by a few simpJe quest:ons" (Report paragraph 46). The quotations by which 
the Committee support this statement are not to the point. They are based 
entirely on the asswnptiollS that Mr. Kidd's estimate of 1912 was in all respects 
satisfactory, and that the oost of work In Bombay had risen 2! times between 
1912 and 1919. No evidence whatever was recorded to justify the latter assump
tion which is simply not corrett. The Committee failed to take adequate account 
of the course of local prices, and did not realise that~ during and atter the war, 
fiuQtuations in prices in India lagged considerably behind -the corresponding 
changes in prices in England. They also took inadequate account of the 
exchang<3 outlook between November 1919 and May 1920. 

The varying descript'ions of clay. 

(Report paragraphs 42, 43, 54, 201, 202, ani 206.) 

29. The other important criticism of the Enquiry Committee in regard to the 
inception of the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme relates to the failure to detect 
that the specification of the dredger" Sir George Lloyd" did not provide for a 
plant sufficiently powerful for working in the material of the h!lorbour as this 
material was described by Mr. Kidd and Sir George Buchanan. 

30. The Committee state that two outstanding circumstances, viz., the 
description of the clay by Mr. Kidd as "stiff" and by Sir'George Buchanan as 
" hard" and the specification of Messrs. Simons and Company for a dredger designed 
to give the required output not in "stiff" or " hard" clay but in "soft" clay/
were patent on the documents and" ought to have been queried, discussed and 
elucidated by everyone whose duty it was to study the documents". They 
consider it to be an "amazing fact" that "no one, either in the Government 
of Bombay or in the Government of India, engineer or layman, ever noticed 
this point, which stood out in the documents before them." • 

31. The Government of Bombay doubt even now whether the apparent 
contradiction between the character of the clay as described by Sir George Buchanan 
and Messrs; Simons and Company was, in its technical significance, so obvious 
from the documents in 1919 as the Committee believed it to be. The Committee 
seem to concede this point when in paragraph 202 they do not agree with Lord 
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Lloyd that this was a techni al point but agree that the explanation was a 
technical one. In this matter the Committee in 1926 had an advantage over 
the Government of Bombay in 1919 in as much as their attention was drawn to it 
at the very outset of the enquiry in the written statement submitted to tht'm by the 
DiredorofDevelopment(Bombayevidence,pages503-511 paragraphs 7-12). But 
the conclusions stated by the Director were reached only after a somewhat bitter 
experience had shown that much of the material in the bed of the harbour was such 
that an output of 2,000 cubic yards an hour could not be obtained by the dredger 
" Sir George Lloyd" when working in it. The mere fact that mlny able officials 
engineers and laymen, perused the documents in 1919 and for several year~ 
thereafter without the circumstances mentioned by the Enquiry Committee being 
patent to them sugges~s t~at the C?mmittee have judged the capacity, diligence 
and 'care of these o~Clals In the .light .of subsequent events rather than With a 

\full regard 'for the cIrcumstances In whlch. the Government of Bombay and the 
Government of India had to examine and consider the documents in 1919-20. 
The facts briefly are as follows. ' 

3~. In his report on the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme, dated September 
1919, Sir George Buchanan described the clay in the harbour as .. hard' in oniy 
one passage which is as lollows (report of Sir George Buchanan, page 9 paragraph 
29(3) ) :- , 

" The fact that the dredgings will be deposited in the first instance on 
the inside of the area to be reclaimed and thence pushed forwatd to the 
outside retaining waH is advantageous as the soft mud will form the bottom 
layer of filling and the hard clay which lies below the mud over the area 
to be Ql'edged will be superimposed on the mud." • 

Read'ng these words even in the light of subsequent events the Government 
of Bombay cannot admit that they were such a sufficient description of the 
material in the harbour bed to enable anyone to suggest, in 1919-20, that the 
specification of the dredger by Messrs. Simons and Company required discussion and 
elucidation. The Enquiry Committee were unable to accept Sir George Buchanan's 
explanation in this matter (Report paragraphs 121 and 221). It appears, 
however, to the Government of Bombay, after full consideration of the recorded 
evidence, that in paragraph 29(3) of his report Sir George Buchanan used the term 
" hard" in reference to the clay merely to distinguish it from the soft mud. He 
ceItainly did not appreciate the essential difierence, for the purposes of dredging, 
between the clay described by Mr. Kidd as " stifi" and "unctuous" and the 
" soft clay" for which the dredge:r "Sir George Lloyd" was designt'd to give 
an output of 2,000 CUhlC'. yards per hour. It seems to the Government of Bombay 
that the casual use of the expression "hard" clay, in a not very definite sense, 
in paragraph 29(3) of Sir George Buclianan's report could hardly arrest attention 

- eyen on an intelligent and careful study of the documents. If the facts were not 
fully understood by Sir George Buchanan hiInseU and if he was, therefore, unable, as 
seems to have been the actual case, to appreciate in 1919 the essential ~mportance 
of the words" stifi " and" unctuous" as describing the clay, in so far as this 
description afie'cted the specification of the dredger, it is difficult to understand 
how the point would st;md out "in the documents submitted to the Government 
of Bombay and be patent to them and their advisers. 

33. :Fhe word" ,hard" employed to describe the clay in the harbour only once 
in the whole o~ his report p.ppears to have been used by Sir George .Buchan~n 
casually and indefinitely. It was not used with a full understanding of lts 
import, as' a descrip~ion of the claY,in contradistinction to the words" soft clay" 
occuriing'in the specification of the dredge:r. This is evident from the state~ent 
inlSir George Buchanan's report in 1919 that the hard clay would, in the reclaimed 
area, be superimposed on the mud. It is a fact that the mud flows away ~om the 
discharge end of the pipe line and settles at considerable and even long ~lStances 
from the discharge'"end, while the hard clay settles at once immediately m front 
of the discharge end. When hard clay is dredged, the pipe line has to be extended 
daily, sometimes by three odour pipe lengths, over the hard material which.forms 
rapidly in front of it, while mud can be and is discharged for considerable penods
a week or more at a timEr-without'the need of extending the pipe line. The hard 
day from the harbour can only be superimposed in the reclaimed area on the 
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soft mud by dredging the soft mud first from the harbour, allowing it to diy out in 
the reclamation, and then dredging again over the area in the harbour from which 
the mud has been taken in order to obtain the clay. Between the operation of 
dredging the mud and dredging the clay, the mud must be allowed to dri out on the 
reclamation since the hard clay deposited on undrled mud would simply fall 
through it and ultimately settle below it. The superimposing of the" hard Llay" on 
the soft n, ud is, therefore, not a practical dredging proposition. These facts are now 
known as the results of actual experience and they show that in paragraph 29 (3) of 
his report Sir George Buchanan had no conception of the" hard" clay as a material 
which was essentially difJerent from that in which the dredger S~ George Lloyd 
was designed by Messrs. Simons and Company to excavate. 'It is difficult to see, 
therefore, how" everyone" in 1919 or 1920 could query Sir George Buchnan's 
casual use of the expression" hard clay" in this single passage of his report and 
elucidate the fact that the specification of the dredger was unsuitable. Sir George 
Buchanan could not· necessarily make patent to others a point which he himself 
did not clearly appreciate. 

34. There are other indications that Sir George Buchanan did not import 
into the words" hard clay" as used in paragraph 29 (3) of his report the meaning 
atttibuted to them by the Committee. Sir George Buchanan in his letter dated 
25th July 1919 to Messrs. Simons and Company describes the clay as "clay" 
simpliciter (Report paragraph 116, clause 3), clearly showing that he did not realise 
the significance of Ml. Kidd's description of the clay as " stiff" and" unctuous " 
and had 'not imported a corresponding meaning into the words " hard clay" in 
paragraph 29 (3) of his report. It is significant also that Sir George Bllchana. l'S 

partner Mr. Meik, in his letter dated 22nd January )920 to Messrs. Lobnitz, 
described the character of the material in which the dredger was to give the 
specified output as " soft clay" (Report paragraphs 57 and 116). This shows that 
the fum had not correctly interpreted Mr. Kidq.'s description of.the material and 
had failed to grasp the essentials of.the dredging problem. 

35. In this respect the findings of the Committee appear to be self-contradictory. 
In the first sentence of paragraph 121 of their R~port they state: "In our 
opinion when Sir George Buchanan accepted Mr. Kidd's description of the stiff 
clay he must ha.ve known that it referred to a material denser and more resistent 
than soft clay." But a few lines further down they make this statement: "The 
probability is that he believed the clay in the harbour to be of precisely the same 
character as that at Sewn and there is some ground for believing this to be so " (see 
also Report paragraph 213). The truth appears to be that Sir George Buchanan did 
not fully gauge the dredging problem for himself but relied on ~essrs. Simons and 
Company, who had knowledge and experience of the conditions at Sewri, to provide 
him With a dredger suitable for his purposes. He seems to have placed himself 
entireTy in their hands and they were more concerned in protecting their own 
interests than in solving Sir George Buchanan's problems. This seems to explain
although not to the Committee (Report paragraph 121, sub-paragraph 2)-how 
he was content to allow Messrs. Simons and Company to limit their liability by the 
word of restriction" soft". This perhaps explains also his uncertainty, even after 
the scheme was put in hand, regarding the nature of the material in the harbour 
(tide extracts quoted Ln Committee's Report. paragraph 132). The Government 
of Bombay agree with the opinion of the Committee in paragraph 132 of their 
Report that Sir George Buchanan had not at the outset, or even. as late as 1922, 

. sufficient knowledge of the material in the harbour to be able to pronounce on ~ 
dredger of proper design. This opinion is, however, at variance with the Com
mittee's suggestion that everyone who perused Sir George Buchanan's report in 

-1919 should have at once recognised a special significance in the description of 
the clay by Sir George Buchanan as " hard" and the offer by Messrs. Simons and 
Company of a cc soft clay" dredger. -

36. The Committee have suggested in paragraphs lOS and 213 of their 
Report that Me!>srs,. Simons and Company were well aware that hard clay 
existed in Bombay harbour and safeguarded themselves accordingly in their 
specification for the CC Sir George Lloyd". The Committee put the matter more 
emphatically when they state in their paragraph 145 (iii) :-Mr. McMurray's 
" evidence shows that if Sir George Buchanan had stood out for a contract to 
supply a dredger capable of the desired output in respect of the material to be found 

JlWl-SOON 
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i~ that, harbour (i.e., Bombayharbour), his firm, if they tendered for a dredger at 
all~ would either have proposed a " totally different" dredger" at a totally different 
price," or have suggested the acquisition of ·two dredgers, each of the capacity 
of the " Sir George Lloyd'." . 

37. Admittedly the Government of Bombay had placed themselves in 1919 
in the hands of Sir George Buchanan. The Committee realised this (Report 
paragraph 45) and appear to have approved this course in the circumstances of the 
time (Report paragraph 198). Sir George Buchanan was appointed, after consulta
tion with the Government of India, chiefly because it was understood' that he had 
the requisite knowledge and experience of dredging operations. He was accepted 
by the local officials as a fully qualified expert whose selection had been approved 
-by the Goverpment of India. The most important engineer who discussed the 
\Scheme with Sir George Buchanan in India was Sir Sydney Cruickshank, whose 
recommendation of the scheme' caused it to be supported by the Government of 
India (Report paragraph 49). It is true that he was not prepared to accept the 
expert opinion of Sir George Buchanan in the matter of dredging without reference 
to other specialist engineers (Report paragraph 48) but his opinion does not 
appear to have been communicated to the Government of Bombay. • 

38. The Government of Bombay, therefore, do not accept the statement of the 
Committee that the points to which they have drawn attention in paragraphs 4.2 
and 43 of their Report regarding the various descriptions of the clay demanded no 
~chnical knowledge. On the contrary, it seems to the Government of Bombay, 
in the light of subsequent events, that all their later difficulties and disappoint
ments in carrying out the dredging programme have arisen because the ,Points 
did require both ~echnical knowledge and experience for their proper apprecIation. 
Sir George Buch~nan did not appreciate them and was perhaps unable to appreciate 
them, and the Government of Bombay consider that it reflects no grave discredit 
on their officers, engineer& and laymen, that they failed to detect that the dredger 
~esigned by Messrs. Simons was inca~able of aredging 2,000 cubic yards per hour 
in the material in the harbour. 

39. Other matters connected with the inception of the scheme will be discussed 
briefly. They relate chiefly to the dredging proposals-the crux of the scheme. 

Inadequacy of the original investigation. 

(Report paragraphs 132, 145 (i), 192,209, and 217.) 

40. The Government of Bombay agree with the Committee that Sir Geor~e 
"Buchanan's local investigations in 1919 were insufficient and lacking in care. at 
least as regards the dredging operations. _ They agree that he should have 
ascertained by personal inspection and by practical test the precise nature of the 
material in the harbour. In his report of 1919 he treated Mr. Kidd', brief descrip
tion as sufficient; in practice he appears to have relied entirely on Messrs. Simons 
and Company for the design of the dredger. 

Omission to consult'"ihe Royal Indian Marine authoritie8 and the Port Trust. 

(Report paragraphs 34, 65, 66 and 208.) 

41. The Government of Bombay in 1919 evidently relied on Sir George 
Buchanan to study every aspect of the problem for which purpose he was .o~ered 
every facility. In doing so they also decided beforehand to accept his OplJ~lOn
whether for or against the ~cheme (Committee's Report paragraph 30}-Wlthout 
further enquiry. and did in fact do so. 

: Results of " Kalu" and "J inga ". 
-

(Beyort paragraphs 34, 66, 67, 68, 121,210, and 211). 

42. In paragraph 68 of the Report the Committee state that "it might 
have occurred. to him (Sir George Buchanan) that if the' Sir George Lloyd', also 
guaranteed for 2,000 cubic~ards an hour (like the' Kalu' and' Jinga '). gave t~e same 
average of 1,126 cubic yards per hour, and a loss of 24'48 per cent. of matenal was 
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also sustained, the reclamation of Back Bay would take about tw~lve years instead 
of five and would be an unwise adventure-." This is not an entirely fair statement 
of the case. The figure of 1,480 cubic yards per hour quoted in paragraph 122 of 
the Report as " the very best performance at any time" is also not correct. The 
main facts are, therefore, given briefly. 

43. The dredging results of the" Kalu" and" Jinga " are reprinted at page 3 
of the Evidence, part III. They show that the output of the "Kalu" improved 
steadily throughout and rose to 346 brass (1,281 cubic yards) per hour over the last 
900! pumping hours. The" Jinga " averaged 1,390 cubic yards per hour over 5,841 
pumpinghoursandfrom April 1911 to July 1913 (3,767 pumping hours) it averaged 
1,548 cubic yards per hour. Its maximum output was not 1,480 cubic yards per hour 
" supposed to have been done on some occasion in clay" (Report paragraph 122) 
but 464 brass = 1,718 cubic yards per hour over 480 pumping hours. 

44. It is only fair to Messrs. Simons and Company to assume that they made 
full use of these results in designing the" Sir George Lloyd" which is a bigger 
dredger than either the ' .. Kalu " or the" Jinga ". The comparison in paragraph 128 
of the Report whieh gives the horse-power of the" Kalu " and" Jing3 " as 2,700 and 
of the" Lloyd" as 3,000 is not correct. The indicated horse-powers which can be 
attained by the" Kalu " and" Sir George Lloyd" are 2,800 and 3,800, respectively. 
The diameters of their pipes are 39" and 42", respectively. On these data it is 
not unreasonable to estimate the output of the "Sir George Lloyd" as one-third 
more than that of the" Kalu " or .. JinO'a ". The Committee's reference in para
graph 68 to the guaranteed output of all t~ee dredgers being the same is misleading. 
Even had the results of the" Kalu" and" Jmga" been brought to the notice of 
the Government of Bombay in 1919, the natural assumption to make was that the 
new dredger would be designed of the requisite increased capacity ttl get the 
specified output. The new dredger failed because the assumption that the material 
at the mouth of the harbour was of the same character as at Sewri and that this 
character persisted to the greater depth at which the "Sir George Lloyd" could 
work was wrong (see Report paragraphs 121 and 213). 

45. So far as the Government of Bombay could take experience of the reclama
tion at Sewri into account in 1919, the important fact for them was that financially 
it had been a success. The Committee have met the statement that the cost of the 
reclamation at Sewri was carried out at a price just above the estimate with the 
facile but somewhat astonishing argument that this fact .. ~s not of any real 
importance, as the original estimate, if a11 the circumstances were known, might 
prove to have been very ~uch on the safe side" (Report paragraph 121.) 

Altl!'native methods of filling. 

(Report paragraphs 84,164,165 and 192.) 
46. The Government of Bombay do not attach importance to the Committee's 

remarks on this matter. There was no point in Sir George Buchanan investigating 
in detail the alternative method of dry filling when he believed that wet filling could 
be done at 8 annas per cubic yard while murum filling cost Rs. 2. The Committee 
state (Report paragraph 165) that the cost of dry filling, including plant, should be 
little more than one rupee per cubic yard. It is a fact, however, that the best 
tender received last year for the dry filling of block 2 (26lakhs cubic yards) was 
Re. 4-8-0 per brass = Rs. 1'2 per cubic yard on the basis that Government placed 
at the disposal of the contractor their entire resources at the quarry, and all their 
plant including all the reqUired rolling-stock, locomotives, workshops, etc. The 
rate in 1919 would have been much higher, while adequate rail transport was not 
then available. 

The remainder of this letter deals with the Committee's remarks and 
criticisms of the conduct of the scheme. The most important of these r~late to the 
dredging operations. - • 

Tendersf(Y1 the dredger. 

(Report paragraph 57.) 

47. The Government of Bombay consider that the methods adopted by 
Messrs. Meik and Buchanan were unsatisfactory. The firm evidently pinned their 
faith to Messrs. Simons and Company on account of their experience at Sewri. 
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Ordef' for the dredgef'. 

(Report paragraphs 145 (iii), 211-213 and 218.) 

48. The Government of Bombay doubt whether a detailed study of the 
res~~s of the "~a~u "and "Jing~:' would have atIecte~ Sir George Buchanan's 
decIsIOn. The SIr George Lloyd was apparently deslgned to give an out~ut 
based on actual results at Sewri. It failed because the Back Bay ReclamatlOn 
was not in all respects the same problem as at Sewri. Messrs. Simons and Company 
were probably aware that difficulties would arise which Sir George Buchanan did 
not foresee, and the Government of Bombay agree with the Enquiry Committee 
in thinking that the :firm were more concerned in protecting themselves than in 
solving the dredging problem in actual practice. 
\ 

Decision to begin wall at both ends simultaneously. 

(Report paragraphs 98, 99 and 219.) 

49. The followi!lg passages are quoted from the Enquiry Committee's Report 
paragraphs 98-99 :-

"The underlying reasons for this inquiry (dated 7th July 1920) whether 
it would be possible to begin work at both ends simultaneously was that the 
military authorities had undertaken to buy an area of 265 acres at the Colaba 
end and therefore wanted that part of the reclamation pushed on." 

" On the 29th July 1920 the Government of Bombay cabled • work may 
start from both ends'." 

" This was a disastrous decision." 

" The expediency of concentrating upon block 8 to the exclusion of every
thing else was so elementary that it is amazing to us that no intensive etIort 
was made to construct the railway from Marine Lines to Colaba." 

Whatever may now be said, in the light of subsequent experience, against 
the decision to begin the wall at both ends sizI!ultaneously, the judgments of the 
Committee in the matter are founded upon a misapprehension of the facts of 
the oase. The apparent inference in the passage last quoted that the commence
ment of the work at-both ends delayed the commencement of pumping at Colaba 
is also not correct. 

50. At the-time the decision to commence the wall at both ends was taken, 
no agreement for the sale of land to the military authorities had been reached, 
and the statement in paragraph 98 of the Report that the sale of 265 acres of land 
to the military had been concludeq prior to July 1920 is incorrect. Reference 
to the correspondence beginning with letter No. 11218, dated 30th December 1919, 
from the Government of Bombay (General Department) to the Government of 
India rArmy- Department) and ending with letter No. S. A.-1061, dated 
11th March 1921, frQm the Government of Bombay (Development Department) 
to the Government of India (Army Department) will show the stage which the 
proposal had reached in July 1920. The questions asked by Sir Frederick Hopkinson 
at page 661 of the London evidence (line 18 onwards) were based on a misunder
standing of the position when Sir George Buchanan's advice was asked at the date 
in question. - -

51. Again the commencement of the wall at Marine Lines did not delay the 
progress of the wall at Colaba to which preference was subsequently given (see 
the note of the Dir~ctor of Development quoted at foot.of page 565 of the London 
evidence). ' The questions and answers of Sir George Buchanan which follow this 
quotation are of interest. 

Q.-Apart from the agreement with the military there was another reason why 
Colaba should have been reclaimed first, was there not 1 The fact that the land 
at the Colaba end is far more valuable than the Marine Lines? 

A.-Yes. 
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Q. Therefore, as it was part of the scheme to get a return on the money as 
soon as they could, obviously it was better to begin at the Colaba end and carry the 
reclamation along the part which would sell at a higher rate than the Marine Lines t 

A. Yes. * * * 
This is an entire misconception of the position as it has nev~r been disputed, 

except in this instance belore the Committee, that land in blocks 1 and 2 (nea-r 
Marine Lines) is likely to be far more valuable than land further south; and had 
it not been for the sale of block 8 to the military authorities, it would have been 
better to push'on with the Marine Lines end in the first place. It was indeed 
Sir George Buchanan's first intention to begin work at this end in preference 
to Colaba on account of the railway facilities and the open space available nearby 
as a yard.. This intention was in accord with the requirements of the public and 
thewishesofthe Government of Bombay. Subsequently, Sir George Buchanan 
altered his plan and arranged to begin work from the Colaba, i.e., the southern 
end. There is nothing on record to show definitely why he altered his first intention 
but it was understood that, despite the immediate lack of railway and yard 
facilities at Colaba, a beginning at Colaba was preferable on technical engineering 
considerations. Land, however, was likely in 1920 to be in immediate demand by 
the public at the other end and to fetch much higher prices than at Colaba, and this 
was the reason which induced the Government of Bombay in July 1920 to consult 
Sir George Buchanan regarding the feasibility of starting work from both ends. 
All this was prior to the undertaking by the military authorities to purchase block 8. 

52. Sir George Buchanan apparently gave the proposal due consideration, 
expressed his satisfaction that work on the construction of the wall could proceed 
from both ends simultaneously and asked for early orders which were given. It 
is not correct, therefore, to say, as the Enquiry Committee state in paragraph i94 
of their Report, that this was an unwise decision taken" because nobody believed 
hin self responsible fOI\the due execution of the work". There was at this time 
no question of a possible divided responsibility between Sir G~orge Buchanan and 
Sir Lawless Hepper. The Development Department had not come into existence 
8'ld Sir Lawless Hepper had not been appointed. The proposal was put forward 
on business grounds by the .Government of Bombay who were responsible for 
initiating it, and it was referred for the technical opinion of Sir George Buchanan 
who expressed himseU as satisfied. As the Committee state in theu paragraph 
219, the Government of Bombay are responsible for the ultimate decision which 
was ha'sed on Sir George Buchanan's opinion. 

- 53. Before considering whether the decision was disastrous and, if so, why it 
was disastrous, it is important to emphasise that in 1919-20, much more than at the 
present time, the urgent demand for land was likely to be in blocks 1 and 2 and not 
at the Colaba end. Even at the present time, in circumstances of depression, 
the public demand is for land in blocks 1 and 2. The local committee presided 
over by Sir Joseph .Kay last year definitely recommended that blocks 1 and 2 
should be proceeded with and. that further reclamation at the other end should not be 
attempted. The Enquiry Committee ultimately reached the same conclusion: 
It The evidence before us is conclusive that blocks 1 and 2 are the most valuable in 
the whole project and we recommend that they shovld be completed as early as 
possible" (paragraph 177). The circumstances in favour of such a course were 
very much stronger in 1920 than they were in 1926, and the submission of the 
prol,losal in 1920 by the Government of Bombay to Sir George Buchanan seemed 
Justified on business grounds. The reclamation of block 2 will not commence till 
1928-29, yet, while the Legislative Council were at the last budget session over
whelmingly against further reclamation at the Colaba end, sugg~stions for not 
proceeding with blocks 1 and 2 have received very little support. The decision of the 
Government of Bombay was disastrous only because the whole dredging scheme 
broke down. If the Committee intended to imply in their paragraph 99 that the 
work at Coiaba was delayed because work on the sea-wall was simultaneously 
started at Marine Lines, then the Government of Bombay doubt whether the 
inference is justified. The delay in the construction of the sea-waH at Colaba, 
which postponed the beginning of dredging till December 1923, was due to tW() 
factors (a) the delay in completing the Marine Lines-Colaba Railway and 
(b) the type of construction adopted by Sir George Buchanan for the first 2,000 
lineal feet of the sea-wall at Colaba. 

Jlwl-4 CON 
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\ 54. As regards the delay in constructing the railway, there were lI.umerous 
poi,nts regarding the alignment and other questions raised by vested interests 
the settlement of which proved far more tedious than was expected. There wer~ 
difficulties also in obtaining the necessary material. Assuming, however that the 
Chief Engineer should have foreseen the difficulties better and pushed 'on faster 
t~e construction of th~ rail~ay, the delay was not caused by work proceeding 
smlUltaneous]y at Manne Lmes. The Government of Bombay believe that the 
more important cause of the delay in building the sea-wall at Colaba was the type of 
wall adopted by Sir George Buchanan for the first 2,000 feet. This was a monolith 
concrete structure built directly on the reef with foundations exchated in the 
rock which were covered. by the sea at high water. The foundations had to bt' 
pumped out each tide and only a few hours each day were available for actual 
work. The result was that, in spite ot all that the engineer in charge could do the 
'fonstruction was extremely slow and costly. The records of the rate of constru,'tion 
and cost compared with the wall on rubble mound prove these statements. It is 
not now clear to the Government of Bombay why this section of the sea-wall was 
not built on a rubble mound as the rest of the sea-wall was. The reefat this point 
is high and the rubble mound would have been comparatively low, while sufficient 
rubble could have been quarried on the site as was done for the banks CaITyiIl~g 
the narrow gauge construction railway. The adoption of a concrete wall for the 
first 2,000 feet was the main cause of the delay in pumping at Colaba. Now 
that the dredging has been a failure, the starting of the sea-wall at both ends is 
declared to be a mistake. But if the dredging had been completed in five years, as 
was at the time anticipated, the work would not have been much in advance of 
actual requirements. 

The Committee's estimate, in paragraph 99 of their Report, of the cost of the 
sea-wall to date as exceeding Rs. 200lakhs has already been dealt with (paralZl'aph23). 

Restriction of dredging area. 

(Report paragraph 69.) 
55. The Government of Bombay consider that the restriction of the dredging 

area did not greatly afiect the prospects of the scheme. Sir George Bu( banan 
accepted without protest or criticism the decision of the Royal Indian l\Iarine and 
the Port Trust. The following extract from the written statement of the Director 
of Development adequately su,mmarises the position (Bombay evidence, page 509 
lines 45-62) :-

"To obtain the material from the northern portion of the original dredging 
area (the area which has been given up), it would have been necessary to lay a pipe
line across the Island, either through the B. B. & C. 1. Railway yard at Colaba, 
or down OrmistoJil Road. Sir George Buchanan appears to have underestimated 
the difficulty and cost of laying a pipe line in either position. In paragraph 14 (2) 
of his report, dated 15th December 1924, he records certain conclusions arrived at 
at a conference held by·him in the Chief Engineer's Office on 9th January 1924, 
as follows :-

, The proposed pipe line thrQ'l1,!}h the B. B. &: O. 1. Railway yard near 
W ode house Bridge, or alternately down Ormiston Street, involves such atl unusual 
amount of costly and diJlicuh work that all idea of a pipe line in that vicinity 
sluruld be abandoned. Ample material for the reclamation can be obtained jrfYm 
the harbour and Back Bay combined, withma dredging from the northern siile of 
the haroour.' 
From this it would appear to be doubtful whether it would have been a 

practical proposition to dredge the material from the northern area in the harbour 
ill any case. But the fact remains that the restriction of the area in the harbour 
from one cause or another, unforeseen by Sir George Buchanan, must have the 
efiect of e$ancing the cost of the scheme." 

Dredging resuUs. 
56. The dredging scheme broke down, first, because Sir George Bucbanan 

failed to appreciate correctly the precise nature of the material in the bed of the 
harbour and, secondly, because iB this part of the work he also failed properly a~d 
sufficiently to advise and assist the Government of Bombay as well as to supe.rv18e 
the work closely (Report paragraph 82.) The Government of Bombay were 
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almost completely in Sir George Buchanan's hands as regards this part of the 
scheme. They had no previous experience of theD. own and no independent experts 
to whom they might have referred for advice. 

Leakage of pumped material. 

57. The first mistake was Sir George Buchanan's failure to seal with murum 
the rubble wall [Report paragraphs 100-102 and 145 (v)J. In paragraph 194: 
of their Report the Committee cite this as another instance of the results which 
ensued because nobody believed himself responsible for the due execution of the 
work. The general question of reSponsibility will be discussed later but in the case 
of the sealing of the rubble wall there is no doubt about the responsibility. The 
matter was definitely brought to the notice of Sir George Buchanan at the very 
start of the dredging operations and the precaution was taken of .making a written 
referl nce to him. He advised against it and his advice was followed till February 
1925, when the Director, with the previous sanction of Government,. took 
independent action to seal the rubble wall (Bombay evidence, page 508 paragraph 17, 
cf. London evidence, page 554: line 36, page 555 line 4:1, and correspondence in 
appendix VIII, pages 856-7). These facts are important as this is the sole 
instance in which the Government of Bombay accepted advice from the 
Diret"tor in opposit~on to that of Sir George Buchanan for the technical conduct of 
the scheme. The Complittee have stated categorically in paragraph 102 of their 
Report that Sir George Buchanan cannot shift his responsibility for 1!he loss of 
dredged material due to this neglect, but the matter is referred to because they 
later suggest (paragraph 194) that there was a doubt as to who was responsible 
for orders in this matter. There was never any such doubt. The matter was 
definitely referred to Sir George Buchanan who gave definite advice which was 
followed for a tim~ but finally abandoned on the responsi~ility of the Government 
of Bombay. 

In his evidence Sir George Buchanan first suggested that the sea-wall was 
sealed on the initiative of his own firm and then blamed the local engineers, but 
the fact remains that up to the date of his final visit, October If,24 to January 
1925, he had not offered any advice to the effect that the rubble wa.ll should be 
sealed although he was aware that the leakage of pumped material was the cause of 
serious concern to the Government of Bombay. 

First ~eason's dredging . . 
58. The second mistake in the dredging programme was to treat the first 

year as experimental LReport paragraphs 92, III and 145 (iv)]. It is still not 
clear why SIr George Buchanan did not draw the attention of the local Govem
'ment to the omisson to .wor~ two shifts in the first season. 

The bonus. 

59. Reference has been made in paragraph 161 of the Report to the stimulat
ing effect of a bonus on the work. Messrs. M~ik and Buchanan first suggested the 
grant of a bonus in a letter dated 26th February 1925 (London evidence, appendix 
XVIII, page 870) ~hich reached Bombay on 13th March 1925 when the second 
dredging season was near its close. The bonus was introduced for the following 
season but the quantity of material dredged per pumping hour in that season did 
not reach the figure of the first or" experimental" season, though it showed an 
improvement on the second season (Bombay evidence, page 505, table .and report 
paragraph 113). In any event, the time that elapsed between Sir George 
Buchanan's suggestion of a bonus and its actual introduction. was practically 
covered by the off season. The bonm was, therefore, introduced after it was 
suggested, practically as soon as it could operate. 

Latest dredging resltl;ts. 

60. The dredging results of the" Sir George Lloyd" since the Committee 
visited Bombay may here be referred to. They have a bearing on paragraphs 85, 
113, 114,115,141 and 215 of the Committee's Report. Over the nine weeks before 
the accident to her pumping engine in Decemb, the "Sir George Lloyd" had dredged 
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\~4,29,406 cubic yards o~ material i~ thp. harbour. Her average hoUrs of pumping 
were 171 ~ours per day In a 5! day s,week, so that her output was equivalent to 
1,556 CUbIC yards per hour. In two weeks she exceeded 2,000 cubic YlI.lds per hour 
the maximum output in one week being 2,273 cubic yards per'hour for an averag~ 
of 18 hours 24 minutes per day. The increased output 'per hour appears to b6 
entirely. due to the fact that the dredger has been working in fairly uniform soft 
ma~rial. A!lother important fact is that the. average pumpi~g hours per day 
durmg the nme weeks were 171 as compared wIth 6 hours 55 mruutes in the first 
season, 11 hours 5 minutes in the second season, and 11 hours 24 rtlinutes in the 
the third season. It was possible, therefore, to have worked the dredger more 
intensively during the first three seasons, but in this important matter no suggestion 
was-ever made by Sii George Buchanan. As late as December 1924 he,.hC'ld the 
opinion that the dredging department personnel~had done an that was humanly 

\ possible to get on with the work (E~idence, part III, page 34 lines 8-9), l'et it has 
now been found. practicable ,to work the dredger for 24 instead 0 IS hours 
a day and to increase the pumping hours by about 55 per cent. over those of the 
second and third seasons~ and 150 per cent. over those of the first. 

61. Even allowing for the fact that the dredger could not have ~ot a bettt>r 
output per pumping hour than it did during the first three seasons, it IS clear that 
it was quite practicable to extend the output over 15 or more pumping hours per 
day. Haq this been done and the rubble wall sealed at the outset, the position 
would have been considerably better than it was when the Committee visited 
Bombav. Appendix D shows clearly how the Government of Bombav were left 
to buy results at the price of their own experience, instead of attaining them almost 
immediately througll the knowledge and exptrience of a capable cugmeer. 

62. The dredging operations in the harbour during the season which has 
just .closed were directed towards completing the reclamation of the southern 
portion of the partial reclamation scheme to which the Government of Bombay 
have, for the present, restricted themselves. They showed what the" Sir George 
Lloyd" was capable of doing in fairly uniform soft material. It would not be 
possible to obtain such material in the quantities requisite for tho whole of the 
original scheme. As the Enquiry Committee have noted in paragraph HI of their 
Report a certain proportion of the clay in the harbour bed cannot fairly be described 
as soft, and this harder material must be taken along with the soft material if the 
quantity required for the whole scheme had to be obtained. As the material 
varies from soft to hard, the output is gradually reduced. The latest results of 
the (t Sir George Lloyd ", therefore, confirm the Enquiry Committee's conclusions 
in paragraph 141 of their Rep?rt. There is nothing wrong ~ith the dredge.l; 
its output depends on the matenal dredged. The average quahty of the material 
in the bed of the harbour that is required for the whole reclamation is such that 
the capacity of the (t Sir George Lloyd" is insufficient to deal with it, on the average, 
at the gua1!anteed rate of 2,000 cub~c yards per hour. 

~Pro~ress reports on dredging. 

(Report paragraphs 110 and 161). 

63. In paragraph 110 of their Report, the Back Bay Enquiry Committee bave 
made the following remarks :-

"The' Sir George Lloyd' ~nd the '~olaba' began work on 8th December 
1923 pumping into block 8. 

"It was the practice to take soundings so a,s to ascertain as nearly as might; be 
the material remt>ved day by day from the sea-bed. These soundings were sent 
to the offices of the Development Directoratt-, but no calculaticms appear to. have 
been ma4e jrO'm them. The dredger indeed went on wwking week by w~k wtllwut 
anyone knowing what O'IJi,pm was being given. Calculations from soundings are a 
recognised method of ~scertaining approximately the amount of daily work, and 
we cannot understand why Mr. Lewis and Sir Lawless Hepper did not have. the 
figures wwked om, nor why Sir George Buchanan did not enquire whether SO~ding8 
were being taken and the'results shown by them. Indeed, it was not until J~y 
1924 that the result of the dredging was known by measurement of matenal 
deposited on the site under reclamation." 
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In paragraph 161 the Oommittee also remark: "No etmtradm would have gooe 
on ekrougkouJ. a whole dredging 8easqn witkouJ. ascertaining eke ,eau1t of eke daily 
8fYUndings." 

The statements which are italicised in these extracts have been made by the 
Committee un~r an apparent misapprehension of the facts which are as follows :-

64. It is true that the net result of the first season's dredging as ascertained 
by measurement of material deposited on the site under reclamation was not 
.known till July 1924, but the amount of material removed from the sea-bed was 
asCe]:tained weekly by calculations t.Dm daily soundings. Of the amount of 
material thus removed from the sea-bed. it was kn6wn that a considerable portion 
escaped through the porous sea-wall. It was not practicable during the course 
of the-working season. to ascertain how much of the material was lost in this way 
and how much was retained on the site under reclamation. The Oommittee do not 
suggest that the difficulty of measuring, during the course of the working season, 
the amount of material actually retained in the reclaimed area could have been 
overcome; they allege, however, negligence in failing to ascertain the total amount 
of material dredged from the bed of the sea and to calculate progress on the basis 
of the daily soundings in the harbour. 

65. Calculatio.ps were, ~owever, made weekly from the daily soundings 
taken in the harbour from the very commencement of the dredging operations and 
the results of these calculations, showing the quantity of material removed by the 
dredger from the sea-bed, were embodied in the weekly progress reports of the 
whole work which were submitted to Messrs. Meik and Buchanan. In the report 
for the week ending 13th December 1923 Messrs. Meik and Buchanan were informed 
that the cc Sir George Lloyd" had commenced pumping. The quantity of material 
pumped was first embodied in the report for the week ending 3rd January 1924. 
It was omitted from the report of the following week but thereafter shown weekly. 
The report for the week ending 14th February 1924 was elaborated to give, in 
a~dition to general information, the following details:-

_ (1) Position of the dredger. . 
(2) Shore discharge pipe line extended by. 
(3) Material dredged. 
(4) Approximate depth of material. 
(5) Total hours of pumping during the w~ek. 
(6) Total hours of pumping to date. 
(7) Total hours of work during the week. 
(8) Total hours of work to date. 
(9) Average time of pumping per day during the week. 

(10) Quantity of material dredged d'll-ring tke week. 
(11) Average quantity dredged per hfYUr during tke week. 
(12) Approximate totaZ quantity dredged to date. 
(13) A.pproximate quantity dredged per hour to date. 

This statement was subsequently made more detailed and was usually 
supplemented by a narrative a('count but the important point, with reference to 
the statements made by the Committee in paragraphs 110 and 161 of their Report, 
is that tke quantity of material dredged was ascertained weeklyfrom the daily soundings 

• and weekly reports giving this information were submitted to Messrs. Meik and 
Buchanan through the nirector of Development. 

66. It is not known how the Committee were under any misapprehension 
as to the facts. -Copies of the form in which the weekly reports were prepared were 
in their possession and the reports themselves were available for their inspection. 
The Committee were informed of their existence by Sir Lawless Hepper on 4th 
August 1926, the second day of the enquiry (Bombay evidence, page 25 lines 22-
28). References to these weekly reports were also made by Mr. H. A. Elgee, the 
Chief Engineer (Bombay evidence, page 189 lines 61-63, page 196 line 65. 
page 263 lines 29-34 and page 287 lines 5-8). 

II w 1-5 COlI 
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, 67. In ~s evidence given in. London, on 28th <?ctober 1926 Sir George 
Bll~hanan Elald that he had not prevIOusly heard of soundings being taken and that 
he could not accept a statement that the staff took soundIngs and calculations 
every day and he gave evidence to the same effect on 2nd November 1926 (London 
evidence, page 536 lines 17-54, page 652 line 14, and page 653 line 15). Sir Frederick 
Hopkinson evidently knew that weekly reports were available (London evidence 
page 652 line 58). It was made clear by Sir George Buchanan's partne; 
Mr. Halcrow on 3r~ November that these wee~ly reports were !eceived by the 
firm 'of Messrs. Mei.k and Buchanan (London eVIdence, page 708 line 47/parre 709 
line 24). I:) 

68. The dredging reports were seen weekly by the Director of Development 
and were intended to be studied by the fum of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan and 
especially Sir George Buchanan by whom it is believed their form was originally 
:brescribed. It is evident that they were not seen by Sir George Buchanan but 
were dealt with by his partnel: Mr. Halcrow. Sir George Buchanan seems to have 
f~rgotten their very existence. The receipts of the reports were acknowledged 
regularly by Messrs. Meik and Buchanan. 

The nature of the fum's consideration of these reports partly accounts fo~ 
their failure to notice that the work of sealing the rubble-wall had been undertaken 
early in 1925 as mentioned by the Committee at the end of paragraph 101 of their 
Report. 

In the narrative account attached to the report despatched from Bombay on 
13th Februa!,y 1925 and acknowledged by Messrs. Meik and Buchanan in a letter 
dated 3rd March 1925, attempts to blind the rubble-wall first by means of bamboo 
matting and afterwards by means of mud in bags were mentioned and it was stated 
that, although the second method was proving effective, the whole question was 
still under discussion. In the weekly report despatched from Bombay on 6th 
March 1925 and acknowledged by Messrs. Meik and Buchanan under letter 
dated 24th March 1925, the firm was informed that the work of blinding 
the rubble-wall with quarry refuse and murum had been undertaken during 
the week under report. 

Radius of operation of the " Sir George Lloyd". 

(Report paragraph 104.) 

69. The plan at the end'of the Committee's Report may create a misappre
hension. Apart from the fact that clay (but not sand) can be pumped in actual 
practice to a distance of neally 7,000 feet from the booster, it is to be noted that 
the soft clay flows to considerable distances from the discharge end of the pipe line. 
Blocks 7 and 8 have been already filled with dredged filling, although a large part 
of their area is outside the red circles shown on the Committee's plan. 

The-booster .. Coln,ba". 

(Report paragraph 216.) 

70. The Enquiry Committee were of the opinion that the " Colaba " did not 
confOml to the buildj.ng contract and was structurally weak. The Government of 
Bombay have under consideration whether, in view of this opinion, further 
steps should·be taken in the matter. . 

The quarry and useless pln,nt. 

(Report paragraphs 94:-95). 

-71. The Committee have criticised the purchase of the Bucyrus shovel and 
three Whittaker shovels. 

The £rst was purchased under the sole advice of Sir George Buchanan and 
was ordered by Messrs. Meik and Buchanan through the Director General of Stores 
on 17th August 1920. It proved unsuitable. The Director of Development had 
not been appointed at the time of this purchase and was not responsible for it. 
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The Whittaker shovels were purchased with the intention of using them at the 
quarry lace as cranes and later tobQ asea as shovels in .obtaining murum. They 
were used as cranes, as ~tended, but later their use as shovels proved imprac
ticable. 

::2. In ~aragraph 95 the Committee note that Sir George Buchanan 
" expressed mar ked disapproval of other plant 0 r which the three WhittakLr shovels 
formed a part; and in a letter of 11th April 1922, he warned the Development 
Directorate thf~t 'in addition to the actual capital cost of the plant, interest for 
]Lany years has to be paid and it is desirable to economise whe:ever it is possible 
to do so without interfering with efficiency or with th~ speedy execution '." Sir 
Lawless Hepper and Mr. Lewis, however, decided that "the bulk of this plant 
was necessary". 

The Committee have not stated whether the" marked disapproval" of Sir 
George Buchanan was justified but the passage quoted leaves the impression that 
this was their opinion. The Government of Bombay, therefore, append copies 
of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan's letters dated 11th and 12th Apnl 1922 and of 
the replies of the Chief Engineer Nos. 1285 and 1297, dated 3/5th May 1922, as 
well as an extract from a note No. 1304, dated 3rd May 1926, by the Chief Engineer 
(Mr. Elgee) (appendix E). This note was prepared in connection with a state
ment published by &ir George Buchanan in the press, after the terminatIOn of his 
agreement, as follows: "In April 1922 I protested against the purchase of a 
quantit. of expensive plant and machinery, much of which had never been used 
when I was last in Bombay." 

It will be seen that the" marked disaproval " of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan 
in April 1922 was not justified by the facts of the case of which the fum had not, 
at .the time, a correct apprehension. The order for rolling-stock which they 
criticised is an outstanding instance. As the firm offered no remark.; on the Chief 
Engineer's replies, it was understood that his explanation had been accepted. 
All the plant ordered on this occasion was used except the Whittaker shovels which 
were, however, all-not" some" as the Committee state-used as cranes. For their 
purchase the Chief Engineer and the Director are responsible but~in all the circum.
stances, it is pressing criticism rather far to describe the purchase as, " to a consider
able extent, a waste of public money". Sir George Buchanan's statement in the 
press in 1926 is untrue. The whole of the plant was actually in use at the time 
of Sir George Buchanan's last visit to Bombay. 

73. It may be stated here that the only items of plant in the whole scheme 
which have proved unsuitable are the Bucyrus shove], a concrete mixing plant 
costing £8,257, and 48 concret9 slips or hoppers costing £3,216. There is no 
correspondence in the Development Directorate dealing with the last two items but 
from the specification papers they appear to have been purchased in 1920 at the 
instance of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan befl)re the appointment of the Director 
of Development but in consultation with Mr. Lewis. 

The costing system. 

(Report paragraphs 161 and 193.) 

74. The following are extracts from the Enquiry Committee's Report:

Paragraph 161 :-" A contractor is intensely concerned in daily cost e.nd daily 
progress. " 

,. The Department had no costs accounting clerk. Sir George Buchanan. 
pointed out its absolute necessity-the Government at first decided against it but 
Ultimately acquiesced." 

Paragraph 193 :_u There was no costing system, without which it was 
impossible properly to control expenditure." 

75. Sir George Buchanan raised the question of a costing system in paragraphs 
33 to 35 of his report dated 11th February 1922 (Evidence, part III, pages 19-20). 
The Chief Engineer agreed with him but the Audit and Accounts Officer criticised 
the proposal which was resisted by the Financal Adviser. The Government of 
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,Bo~bay thereupon addressed the Government of India (Finance Dep&rtment) in 
thell' letter dated. 30th A!1gust 1922 and requested that a senior officer of the 
Accounts an.d Audit Department should be deputed to Bombay to investigate the 
matter on the spot in consultation with the Developffient Directorate and Sir George 
Buchanan as well as with the Audit. Jl.nd Accounts Officer and to submit 
proposals either for improving the present system or introducing a new 
system. Captain E. Price of the Indian Audit Department was deputed by the 
Government of India for the purpose. His report was Jl.ccepted by the Chief 
Engineer and Sir George Buchanan. The latter in a. note dated 11th Janua.ry 
1923 state~ :_t:, I have .no propo~als to make ~s Mr. E. Price's proposals precisely 
meet my Vlews. P1;eVlous to this, however, In October 1922 a. separate assistant 
for account and costing purposes at the quarry had been sanctioned and on the 
acceptance of Captain Price's proposals two more assistants for the same work 

\ were sanctioned for the Marine Lines and Colaba. Sections, respectively. Subse
quently, when the Dredging Section wa.s constituted, a cost clerk was also 
sanctioned with the approval of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan. 

76. Previous to these arrangements, a costing system was in operation in 
each section of the work but the necessary information was scattered and took time 
to compile. The following extracts from Captain Price's report describe the 
arrangements in fo:r;ce at the time of his visit :-

H I visited each of the sections Kandivli, Marine Lines and Colaba, and 
found in each place that a system was in use, but the necessary information 
was so scattered that it would have taken time to compile. 

"The Kandivli office now has an assistant whose whole work is to 
collect and tabulate the various costs under the various processes, effect 
comparisons, and to report fluctuations at once to the Deputy Chief 
Engineer and himself to visit the workshops or site and go thoroughly into 
the matter arid ascertain the reason for the fluctuations. 

H In the other two sections this work is carried out by the Deputy Chief 
Engineers themselves; it is a whole-tUne job, and as I have already stated 
in paragraph 5 the information is there but cannot owing to lack of time be 
collected. If these sections had each an assistant similar to the one at Kandivli, 
the strain on the Deputy Chief Engineers would be lessened, the costing would 
be properly collected and tabulated, and the deputies would have more time 
to thoroughly investigate fluctuations and so effect economy." 

77. It will be seen that the criticjsms of Sir George Buchanan at the end of 
paragraph 102 of his written evidence (London evidence, page 486 lines 24:-27) 
were unfounded and that the remarks of the Enquiry Committee scarcely give a 
fait description of actual conditions. The accounts arrangements were originally 
on the usual lines of public .works accounts in India but the actual working was 
somE)what above the average efficiency as there was a special Audit and Accounts 
Officer and a system of pre-audit. Sir Ge<]rge Buchanan's criticism is that his 
proposal was not adopted in practice as soon as made. The proposal had, however, 
to be examined in the Accounts and Audit Department of the GovefIlffient of 
India as well as the Development Department and the Finance Department 
of the -local Government. There was no unnecessary delay in introducing it, 
as further personal discussion with Sir George Buchanan had to await his return 
to Bombay. 

78. The Enquiry Committee in paragraph 161 of their Report noted that 
Government had acquiesced in Sir George Buchanan's proposal and their statement 
in paragraph 193 that t< there was no costing_ system" must be intended to re~er 
only to operations at the outset. As it stands, it is, however, misleading, while 
even as regards the early period, it is not wholly accurate . 

. RepO'fts of the Development Directorate. 

(Report paragraphs 145(vi), 156, 157 and 226.) 

79. When the report of the Development Directorate for the rear ending 
31st March 1924 was prepared, the full results of the first season's dredgmg were n~ 
available and subsequently Sir George Buchanan pressed Government to treat this 
season's working as experimental. Before he arrived in Bombay (24th October 
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1924), the Government of Bombay.had already, in September, combined the 
two Advisory Committees of the Development Department and had invited 
additional members to join them for the purpose of reviewing the whole range of 
the Department's activities. As regards the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme, this 
Special Committee submitted, on 17th February 1925, an ad interim report in which 
they stated their intelltion to appoint a sub-committee to examine- the financial 
prospects of the scheme in detail, and recommended that, pending the submission 
of their final report, the work; should be proceeded with. At this stage the annual 
report of the Development Dll'ectorate for the year 1924-25 (1st April-31st March) 
was prepared by the Director. The period covered by the report did not indude the 
latter part of the dredging season (1st April-15th May 1925) and when the report 
was s~nt to the ptt'8S for printing on 6th July, the results of the_ whole season's 
dredgtng, 8S measured by the actual amount of reclamation, had not been 
ascertained. These results were available on 18th July 1925 and were com
municated to the sub-committee on 21st July. The annud report for 1924-25 
was formally published on 27th August 1925. 

80. It is important, therefore, to note that, between the dates of printing 
and issuing the Director'l} annual report for 1924-25, the complete results of the 
previous dred~ng season had been commullicated to the sub-committee which was 
then considenng the financial prospects of the scheme. This disposes of any 
suggestion that there was intentional concealment of facts. It must be recol
lected elsa that till February 1925 the loss of material through the rubble mound 
was a matter for serious concern and that the effect of sealing the rubble mound, 
contrary to the written advice of Sir George Buchanan, could not be ascertained 
for some time after the close of the dredging season. 

8h Sir Lawless Hepper, in omitting at the time of preparing the annual 
report for 1924-25 to deal critically with the dredging results, so far as these were 
then known to him from the weekly dredging reports, was thus influenced by three 
circumstances. First, the results of dredging, as measured by soundings in the 
harbour, were incomplete and also required to be checked by measurement of the 
material actually deposited and retained in the area under eeQ.trw.; secondly, 
Sir George Buchanan had still to review the final results and advise Governru.ent 
regarding them; and, thirdly, the whole scheme was under the investigation of a 
Special Committee, of which a sub-committee was waiting for the final dredg
ing results in ordel to investigate their financial effects. This investigation was more 
difficult and prolonged than was anticipated. The sub-committee did not 
report till November 1925 and the Committee's report was not signed till 21st 
January 1926. The Director, who was chairman both of the ~pecial Advisory 
Committee and of the sub-committee, could not easily tak6" independent action 
after the publication of his annual report in anticipation of their conclusions 
and the Government of Bombay were themselves in a similar position. This 
prolonged delay in ascertaining and publishing the results of this special 
Investigation created, however, an unfavourable impression on the minds of the 
public, who lost sight of the facts that the scheme had been under the investiga
tion of the Special Advisory Committee since September 1924 and that all the 
facts were placed before this Committee or its sub-committee from time to time as 
they became available. 

Oontrol by Development DirectO'Tate O'T Publio W O'Tks Depart/mem. 
(Report paragraph 175.) 

82. The special features of the organisation of the Development Department 
which distinguished it hitherto from the Public Works Department were that the 
Chief Engineer of the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme was responsible, not directly 
to Government, but to the Director of Development and that the latter's Deputy 
was the Secretary to Government in the Development Department. The organisa
tion was subject, however, to all "the ordinary codes and rules, including the 
Public Works Department Code and the Public Works Account Code. Financial 
control was exercised through a Financial Adviser, a system which has recently 
been extended to the Public Works Department. The Development Directorate 
as an executive organisation has now been abolished and the Chief Engineer. 
Back Bay Reclamation Scheme, is now directly responsible to Government. 
The Secretary to Government in the Development Department has now no 
administrative or executive duties. in- connection with the scheme and as regards 
i.t he is now in the s~e po~tion as a~y other Secretary t~ Government. 

II wl-6 COlf 
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The case oj Mr. Lewis. 

(Report paragraphs 86 and 228.) 

83. T~e Enquiry Committee have recorded the following opinions with reference 
to Mr. LeWIs :-

t. We c~nnot estu,nate precisely the original !itness of Mr. Lewis for the 
post (of ResIdent Engmeer) because he has been ill almost continuously since 
1922, and was a man in most broken health when he appeared before us" 
(Report paragraph 86). 

U Very shortly after he became Resident Engineer, we are satisfied that he 
(~. Lewis) was in ill-health which became manifest and disabling in 1922. 
It IS most regrettable that he was allowed (contrary to Sir George Buchanan's 
advice) to remain at his post till July 1924" (Report paragraph 228). 

84. It is true that by 1922 Mr. Lewis was not in good health aDd that 
Sir George Buchanan brought the matter to the notice of Government. At the 
same time the personal relations between Sir George Buchanan llnd the Chief 
Engineer, who was his nominee, became strained; in this matter it was believed 
there ,were faults on both sides. The difficulties of removing from his post a high 
officer in the permanent employment of Government will be readily appreciated 
by the Government of India. It was arranged that Mr. Lewis should go before 
.a medical board before proceeding on leave, so as to ensure that he would be 
passed fit before his return. Mr. Lewis' health seemed to be restored and he returned 
to duty in October 1922 apparently fit and well. After his return it was arranged 
in January 1923 that, in order to remove one cause of Sir George Buchanan's 
complaints, the correspondence between Messrs. Meik and Buchanan and the 
Chief Engineer'should be c.onducted through the Director of Development. The 
personal relations hetween Sir George Buchanan and Mr. Lewis cc:!inued, howeve-., 
to be unfriendly and matters came to a head after Sir George Buchanan's visit 
to Bombay during the monsoon season of 1923. In September Messrs. Meik 
and Buchanan recommended that Mr. Lewis' services should be replaced at the 
disposal of the Government of Burma. The Government of Bombay considered 
very carefully at this time the relationship between their Chief Engineer and 
Sir George Buchanan and were of the opinion that the causes of friction were to 
be found rather in the te~peraments of the two individuals concerned than in 
defects in Mr. Lewis' work. The position was discussed with Mr. Lewis who ofiercd 
to take eight months' leave preparatory to retirement in June 1924. The Govern
ment of Bombay on 19th November 1923 cabled this pro~osal to Messls. Meik 
and Buchanan and informed them that, after full consideratIOn, Government were 
-of opinion that it was desirable to accept this proposal as a settlement of the 
question. On the following day Messrs. Meik and Buchanan cable~ that they 
concurred. The Government of Bombay thereupon addressed Messrs. Meik and 
Buchanan in their -letter No. S.C.-78-(Confl.), dated the 30th November 1923, 
.and I am to quote the following passage from this letter:-

rt It appears to Government that the real cause of the trouble has ~ do 
with conditions indicated in the note attached to your letter, conditions 
partly attributable perhaps to Mr. Lewis' state of health, and in anI case 
connected with matters of personal idiosyncrasy not easily susceptible of 
treatment." 

The last words were intended to refer to both parties. In short, there were, 
in the opinion of the Government of Bombay, faults on both sides which gave 
rise to this unfortunate situation. They did their best in the circumstances to 
meet the wishes of Mes~s. Meik and Buchanan and the settlement made was 
understo,od.at the time to meet their requirements. 

The Govel'nment pf Bombay desire to place on record that, as Chief ~n~eer 
of the Reclamation Scheme, Mr. Lewis bore the bront of the difficult p're~ 
operations, that his work was of a very high order, and.that they ,!ere Justified. m 
terminating his services in a way which cast no stigma on a public servant WIth 
.a_ distinguished record. 
- 85. The preceding ·comments deal with all the most important ~.~ 
mentioned in the Enquiry Committee's Report, except the question of respoDBlbIlity, 
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on which the Government of Bombay wish to offer remarks. Before WsC1l88ing 
the question of respoMbility, they desire to state that the method of the enquiry, 
whiph was begun in Bombay and completed in London. placed the Government of 
Bombay, as well as the Enquiry Committee, at a disadvantage. Much more 
evidence was recorded in London than in Bombay. Evidence was taken there on 
matters which were not ent.J.uired into in Bombay and the Government of Bombay had 
no opportunity of offering their own evidence in these rr atters. In other instances, 
matters which were barely discussed in Bombay were investigated at great length 
in London, new points were raised and a new emphasis laid on old points. The 
Government of Bombay were unrepresented at the enquiry and had no opportunity 
of offering evidence in correction of statements either of fact or opinion which were 
either entirely WTong or ill founded. The Committee have thus made statements 
purporting to be facts and criticisms of the acts of the Government of India, of 
the Government of Bombay and of the officers of both Governments, which, in the 
opinion of Government, are not always justified. The emphasis has often, in the 
opinion of the Government pf Bombay, been WTongly laid. In offering these 
criticisms, the Government of Bombay recognise that the Enquiry Committee 
worked under a disadvantage corresponding to that of the Government of Bombay. 

86. It is only fair also to those individuals, official and non-official, whose 
conduct has come under investigation, to bring to the notice of the Government 
of India that no witness examined by the Committee enjoyed opportunities or 
facilities equal"to those given by the Committee to Sir George Buchanan and the 
members of his firm. No other evidence but theirs was recorded from the 28th 
October to the 15th November. Their evidence is in bulk almost exactly equal 
to the whole of the rest of the evidence recorded in London and is little 
short of the whole of the evi<\ence recorded in Bombay. The firm of Messrs. Meik 
and Buchanan and Sir George Buchanan, in particular, had the advantage of 
knowing the whole of the evidence laid before the Committee, while Sir George 
Buchanan was placed in an exceptionally favourable position as regards the time 
of his examination and was allqwed the exceptional privilege of assistance by 
Counsel. Neither the Government of Bombay nor their officers had even the 
opportunity before the Committee of dealing with the evidence recorded in. London 
and published at the time in the press. As the Govern.nlent of India are aware, 
the publication of a subsequent contradiction even on a matter of fact, 'such as the 
existence of the dredging reports referred to in paragraphs 63 to 66 of this letter, 
may be dsprecated. The full factfr may thus ultimately be withheld from the 
public. It is, therefore, all the more necessary that they should be fully explained 
in this letter. 

The question of responsibility. 

87. The reference 'of the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme in 1919 to 
Sir George Buchanan was the last stage of many years' investigation and considera
tion of the scheme. It was indicated to Sir George Buchanan at the time that the 
Government of Bombay intended to abide by his recommendation, whether for or 
against the scheme, and would not, in either event, again refer the matter to another 
expert. Investigation by experts must conclude some time and it was well 
understood in 1919 that Sir George Buchanan's opinion would be treated 'as final 
(Report paragraph 30). In these circumstances, the Government of Bombay in 
forwarding the scheme to the Government of India under their letter No. 10550, 
dated the 4th December 1919, stated as follows :-

" On the technical aspect of the new scheme the Governor in Council 
offers no opinion. He is fully prepared to accept Sir George Buchanan's 
carefully considered views on the practicability of. the scheme from an 
engineering point of view." 

The Enquiry Committee's judgment on this action is contained in paragraph 
198 of their Report :-

U We think that Lord Lloyd and the Government of Bombay were 
justified in accepting Sir George Buchanan as an expert to report on Mr. Kidd's 
scheme and that, having taken the man recommended by the Government 
of India, the proper and prudent course was to treat his opinion as final and 
authoritative." 
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This conclusion .a,ppli~ apparently not only to the a.cceptance of Sir George 
Buchanan's report of 1919 but to the acceptance of his advice subsequently as the 
engineer of the scheme under the terms of his agreement with the Secretary of 
State. 

88. The Committee's conclusion in paragraph 198 of their Report therefore 
profoundly modifies their criticisms of the Government of Bombay and Lord Lloyd 
in connection with the acceptance of the original estimate of Rs. 400 lakhs and 
with. the failure to detect ~he significance .of .th~ words" hard clay" in para~ph 29 
of SlI George :.Buchanan s report, even If It IS assumed that these critiCISms are 
better-:founded than the Government of Bombay are n<.. w willing to admit. This 
applies also to other critical remarks of the Committee. 

\ 89. Apart from the Government of Bombay, two individuals were responsible 
for the execution and carrying out of the Back Bay Reclamation Sc,heme t'iz. 
Sir George Buchanan as Engineer under the terms of his agreement and Sir L~w)es~ 
Hepper as Director of Development. -

The following are extracts from the a.,greement with the firm of Messrs. Meik 
and Buchanan:-

"The firm agree to act as the engineers of the Secretary of State in 
carrying out the said scheme and in the construction and execution of all 
works connected therewith (hereinafter referred to as 'the works ') until the 
final completion thereof and the firm shall at all times assist and advise the 
Go'Vernment of Bombay in all matters relating to the execution of the works 
and shall supervise the same and undertake- and perform all work and dutics 
devolving l 1pon engineers of large works. . 

" During the whole period of execution th~ works shall be closely super. 
vised by the :firm and Sir George Cunningham Buchanan shall devote the 
greater part of his time to this particular work, and shall, unless the Bombay 
Government shall a~ee otherwise, 'visit Bombay this year and in evety year 
after the monsoon when the working season begins and remain in Bombay 

:fot such per:od during the working season as he or the Government of Bombay 
'may consider necessary to ensure the complete and satisfactory supervision 
'of the works, and shall also, if necessary in his own opinion or in the opinion 
()£ t~e Government of Bombay, make additional visits during any monsoon." 

, 90. ~n paragraph '79 of their Report the Committee have discussed whether 
Sij; George Bucnanan was responsible for the actual execution of the works. 

The following are extracts from paragraph 80 of the Report :-
" The argument that they (i.e., Messrs. Meik and Buchanan) were respon

sible for the actual execution of the works is based principally upon clause 3 
of the agTeement. 

" We do not, however, think that cl"use on a true construction of the 
agre~e.nt made the rfirm responsible -for the due execution of the work. 
.That W;:as the duty of Mr. Lewis and of Sir Lawless Hepper." 

Paragraph '76 of the Report is as -follows :- -
. ,'~ As:,xegards B'ack Bay, Sir -Lawless Hepper appears to have regarded 

hiniseif as the • administrative head ~. 
I 

, " He did not consider himself in any degree responsible for the execution 
of the works. He seems to have thought that to be the concern of 

I Sir ,George Buchanan and Mr. Lewi.s.~' _ _ 
Again in paragraph 82 it is stated ~t "as regards Sir Lawless Hepper he 

did flot regard himself as respOnsible for tlia execution of the work, etc.". 
These passages show a misapprehension of the whole position, created p~ibly 

by the suggestions of Sir Georg~ Buchanan at the final si~ings of the CoIIllXllttee 
that the Government of Bombay had enqeavotired to fix an undue degree of 
res:ponsibility on ;rum. -, . 

91. _-Thefust sentence quoted fro~ paragraph 80 gives the impression that the 
Government of. Bombay. or Sir Lawless'Hepper have advanced the argument that 
, the firm of Meik and Buchanan were responsible for the actUQl execution of the 
wo!k. No such argument was ever advanced. 
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As regards paragraph 76 of the Report, Sir Lawless Heppe;nwtually was the 

administrative head in .charge of the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme. As relevanJ; 
to thi$ matter, l am to quote the following extracts from a question asked by 
Mr. ~, F. Nanman in the Bombay J.,egislative Col1Jlcil on 4th March 1926 and the 
apaw~rs given thereto ~y tJle G9vemment of Bombay :-

Question : ..... Will Government be pleased to state:-
(d) Whether it is a fact that the Reclamation Scheme ill in charge of 

engineers who are supposed to be experts in such work; -
(e) Whether the pr~sent Director of I'?evelopment has any special 

qualification or knowledge of similar reclamation works ; 
C/) Whether he was ever engaged in similar work before; 
(g) What are the special duties of the DireGtor of Development ~o far 

as the Reclamation is concerned. 

Answer:-
(d) Ye8. Messrs. Meik and Buchanan were the engineers for the Back 

Bay Reclamation Scheme and the Chief Engineer in Bombay, who is in 
immediate charge of the project, was nominated by them. 
- (e), (f) and (g). The duties of the Director of Development, so far as 
the Reclamation is concerned, are of a purely administrative nature. The 
present Director has had no previous experience 01 reclamation work which is 
the speciality of the expert officers of the Reclamation Branch of the Directorate. 

Sir Lawless Hepper did no~ argue that he was not" in any degree responsible 
for the execution of the works" (Report paragraph 76) or that "the practical 
carrying out of the scheme was a matter for the Resident Engineer and the firm 
of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan ". 

The phrases tI the construction and execution of all works", t< the execution 
of the works It, "the complete and satisfactory supervision of the works", occur 
in the agreement with Messrs. Meik and Buchanan. But the Government of 
Bombay have not contended that, because the firm agreed t< to act as the (.ngineers 
of the scheme and in the construction and execution of all works conpected there
with ", they were responsible for what the. Committee have described as U actual 
execution" and It due execution ", i.e., in the sense of a day-to-day control over 
thE) staff. 

{l2. Sir Lawless Hepper contended that the firm of Messrs. Meik and 
Buchanan were responsible for technical advice and assistance and that the Chief 
Engineer had to II Garry out the details of the works in accordance with the firm's 
instructions" (agreement clause 3). In his e.vidence he has not used the phrase 
., execution of the works" in limiting his responsibility. Only at one point in 
his evidence did he give a doubtful answer, viz., "Meik and Buchanan are to carry 
out the work" (Bombay evidence, page 62 line 58). It is mentioned here because 
it was quoted by Sir H. Courthope Munroe (London evidence, page 796 line 26). 
This is an isolated }?assage of a kind which may easily occur in,the course of oral 
examination of a Witness desirous of escaping a responsibility which was not his. 
If pages 31-32 of the Bombay evidence are referred to, it is clear that Sir Lawless 
Hepper only urged that the responsibility for the requisite technical' advice and 
assIstance (including the designs, specifications, schedules, etc., which the finn were 
required to provide under their agreement) resided with Messrs. Meik and 
Buchanan. Su bject to this responsibility of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan and the 
facts that they were required at all times to assist and advise the GoverJlllient of 
Bombay, that the works were to be closely supervised by Sir George Buchanan 
himself, and that he was to devote the greater part of his time to this particular 
work, Sir Lawless Hepper accepted responsibility for seeing that the work was 
carried out, e.g., Bombay evidence, page 32 Jines 48-50. 

Q.-You are in fact re_sponsible for the whole carrying out of the work 
particularly as Director. 

A.-Yes, subject to Meik and Buchanan being the responsible engineers. 
Again in his answer on page flO line 38, he stated :-" My business has always 

peen from the beginning to try and get the work done." 
II B 1-7 co. 



93. The following conclusions "of the Committee in paragraph 80 'of their 
Report correctly represent the division of responsibility :-
~. .. I~ was .'. . the duty of the firm (of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan) to 
make out a programme and to give all n(,cessary details as to method and type 
of work necessary. It was . . . equally the duty of the Resident EnIYineer to 
carry cru.tthe work in accordance with the firm's instructions. We do not, however 
think that dauae (Le., clause 3)- . • . made the firm responsible for the due execu~ 
tion 'of the work. That wa~~the duty of Mr. Lewis and of Sir Lawless Hepper." 

94. That t.here was never any misunderstanding by the Government of 
Bombay in this matter is clear lrom paragraph 80 ot the Report where the Committee 
state that th"y were "of opinion that Lord Lloyd rightly described the 
I('espective functions of Sir Lawless Hepper and Sir George Buchanan ". In 
paragraph 82 the COfnmittee continue .. As regards Sir Lawless Hepper he 
did not regard lUmself as responsible for the execution of the work . .'." 
Some confusion seems to have been created in the minds of the Committee owin~ to 
the circumstances that, first, Messrs. Meik and Buchanan were reqwred 
under the terms of their agreement t< to act as the engineers . .'. 
in the construetion and eucutWn of all works . . ." and to ., assist and 
advise . . . in all matters relating to the execution of the works", and, 
secondly, the Committee\! use ef the phrases tt actual execution" and ., due execu
tion " in the sense of t< 'pra<)tical carrying out of the work". In paragraph 224, the 
Committee state that' . clause 3 gave Sir Lawless Hepper the opportunity of saving 
that as the Resident Engineer had to carry out the details of the work in accordance 
with the firm's instructions, that therefore the firm were responsible for the due 
execution ofthe works". The phrase" execution of the work" does not occur at 
all in Sir Lawless,Hepper's oral evidence, where he made it clear that he accepted 
the respon~ibility for the carrying out of the work, subject to the duties and 
responsIbilities of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan under their agreement. Again 
there is no passage in Sir Lawless Hepper's evidence to su:pport a later statement 
pf the Committee in paragraph 224 that he, "when gtving evidence, insisted 
before us that Sir George Buchanan was emireZy responsible for the due execution 
of the works, as if h~ were, in fact~ a contractor who had undertaken them." These 
impressions of Sir Lawless Hepper's views of his responsibilities seem to rest 
partly on statements made to this effect by Sir George Buchanan in London. 

'95. In paragraph 224 of their Report, the Enquiry Committee state: II Thus 
from the outset neither Sir George Buchanan nor Sir Lawless Hepper seemed to have 
.a very clearly defined idea of their respective duties." The Government of Bombay 
would emphasise that there was no misunderstanding in this matter prior to 
the appointment of the Committee. The Committee's conclusions in this matter 
seeID; to have been formed on their ~terpretation of the words." execution of t~ 
worKS" used in the agreement. These words were not used m the agreement lD 

the sense attributed to them by the Committee and neither the Govcrnme~t of 
B~mbay nor Sir Lawless Hepper nor Sir George Buchanan ever intel'J.>reted 
them to mean that Sir George Buchanan was in a position of adre.inist~at1ve or 
executive control. Before the appointment of the Enquiry Committee, Su George 
Buchanan never suggested on the one hand that his responsibilities were less than 
the Government of Bombay and Sir Lawless Hepper believed them to be, n~r .on 
the other hand did he ever suggest that he was being treated 8:s in. the. pos~tJon 
of a contractor. The last suggestion was made for the first tlIDe m his wntten 
statement (London evidence,. page 499 line 13 et seq). Sir George Bu~hanan wa~, 
prior to the appointment of the Enquiry Committee, fully COnsCIOUS of his 
responsibilities as the passages quoted on page 604 of the London evidence from 
his letters show :-

, C( We are not only the engineers for the machinery, but for the exe~tion 
of the entire work" (letter dated 22nd June 1921). "We are the engmeers 
responsible to the Government of Bombay and the Secretary of State "(letter 
dated 3rd June 1922). - "We are the actual responsible engineers" (letter dated 
22nd July 1922). 
, These are probably the pa~~ages to which the Enquiry <Jon;unitte~ refer at 
the end of their paragrap~ 224:- There are st8:tementa of his (L~, SU Geo:ge 
Buchanan's) to be found in his corresponde:p.ce which would bear the m~rpretatlon 
that he did regard ..his :firm as re.sponsible for the actual carrymg out of 
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.the works." The Government of Bombay never placed such an interp~etation 
.on these passages and they have no ~reason to think that Sir Lawless Heppe,r 
did so. The Government of Bombay looked to Sir George Buchanan 
for instructions; the Chief Engineer (Resident Engineer) was required to carry 
out the works in accordance with the firm's instructions; and -the Director 
of Development was responsible for seeing that the Chief 'Engineer did so 
and for this reason it was ultimately arranged that correspondence between 
Messrs. Meik and Buchanan and the Chief Engineer should pass through -the 
Director. The Director never interfered or gave any instruction to the engineers 
'contrary to Sir George Buchanan's advice except in ~he case of the &ealing of the 
'rubble mound in block 8. The contention of the Government of Bombay is that, if 
jt is proved that things went wrong because Sir George Buchanan's designs (as in 
:the case of the dredger) were faulty, or because his advice was wrong, or because he 
omitted to give advice or instructions which the Government of Bombay had the 
right to expect from him, then the real responsibility for failure lies with Sir George 
Buchanan and his firm. 

96. In paragraph 225, the Committee say :-
" If the Government of Bombay intended to make Sir George Buchanan's 

finn responsible for the execution of the works, nothing was easier than to say 
80 in plain and simple words." 
Lord Lloyd made it perfectly clear that the Government of Bombay never 

intended to make Sir George Buchanan's firm responsible for the" execution 
of the works" in the sense in which the words are used in this passage. The 
Committee have accepted Lord Lloyd's evidence as rightly describing the 
respective functions of Sir Lawless Hepper and Sir George Buchanan. He was 
the Governor when the agreement with Messrs. Meik and Buchanan was settled. 
It is singular that after accep~ing his evidence on this point the Committee should 
appear to suggest in paragraph 225 that there was any doubt about the 
intentions of the Government of Bombay in the matter. Sir George Buchanan in 
his written statement (London evidence, page 499 line 13 et seq) seems to suggest 
that he was treated as in the position of a contractor but the suggestion is based 
only on statements in leading questions asked by Sir Frederick Hopkinson. 
No evidence was tendered by the Director or the Government of Bombay 
suggesting that they considered th~t the firm of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan 
were in the position of contractors and responsible as such for the actual carrying 
out of the work. 

97. The division of responsibility may be illustrated from actual practice. 
Sir George Buchanan specified the type of sea-wall and he also laid down the 
method of constructing the northern portion of it by means of a gantry. The 
Committee seemed disposed at one time to question the need of a gantry but, 
in any event, Sir George Buchanan, having specified this method of work, became 
-responsible for it. This case is mentioned because in course of time (June 192~) 
it was settled that under clause I(a) of their agreement the drawings, specifications, 
etc., for which the firm Were responsible were those relating to permanen~ works, 
while the Chief Engineer was responsible for the designing of ,temporary works 

'(London evidence, page 478 lines 36--43). This gives one indication of the actual 
division of responsibility. It does not indicate, however, that it was not prope-r 
for Sir George Buchanan to give advice regarding temporary works, or that the 
Government of Bombay were not entitleti to rely on him for unsolicited_ assistance 
and advice in this and" all matters relating to the execution of the works" (vide 
the agreement). 

The actual division of responsibility is seen also in the ordering of plant. .In 
virtue of his responsibility for carrying out the work, the Director, with the adVIce 
of the Cbief Engineer, decided what plant was necessary to enable him to discharge 
his responsibility. Messrs. Meik and Buchanan were entitled to advise in this 
matter and to criticise the Director's indents and they did so (paragraph 72 above). 
If the Director accepted the criticisms, a degree of responsibility for the adequacy 
and suitability of the plant was thrown on the firm. But the Director was entitled 
to exercise his discretion and decide whether he could adequately discharge his 
responsibilities if he accepted the advice of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan. The firm, 
on their part, recognised in their letter of 11th April 1922, quoted by the Committee 
in paragraph 95 of their Report, that "great weight must be attached to the 
wishes of the engineer on the spot in the matter of plant". 
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In, the particular' case discussed in paragraph 72, Messrs. Meik 'and Buchanan. 
obviously niiscalculated the requirements of rolling-stock, and the Chief Engineer 
with the concurrence of the Director, stuck to his original demand. Having reached 
this decision, the responsibility for the adeq.uacy and suitability of the plant lay 

_specially on the J)irector. 
. 98. It is an important fact that, except the sealing of the sea-wall and_the 

jrnmediate displacement of Mr. Lewis as, Chief Engineer in 1922 there is no 
instance in which the Director of Development or the Governme~t of Bomba 
il1-terfered with the instructions or rejected the advice of the firm of Messrs. Meik 
and J3uchanan (London evidence, page 811 lines 34-53). The fum's proposals 
were, naturally and properly, scrutinised and discussed before acceptance but 
Sir George Buchanan's suggestion tha~ he had hO power has no substance, although 
he repeatedly ~tated or suggested this as a r~asoll for not tendering advice under 
~he terms of hIS agree~ent (e. ~., London eYIdence, page 517 line 49, page 524 
~nes 44-46, page 525 line ~l, page 600 line 38, page 601 line 2, page 606 
lines 25-52, and page 607lmes 31-32). These passages relate to instances where 
admittedly Sir George Buchanan's firm have not "assisted and advised in every 
possible way" as Sir George Buchanan urged in his written statement that they 

.had done (London evidence, page 477 lines 30-31). The Goverament of 
Bombay do not accept Sir George Buchanan's statement that he "was always 
Jaced wit4 a non-possumus". Even if there were truth in the statement it is 
a most improper reason to put forward for withholding the advite and assi~tance 
due from the firm. under their agreement. 

99. The Committee in their paragraph 194 have,given instance of "unwise 
decisions" and" mistakes made because nobody believed hirr self responsible for 
the due execution 01 the work", viz. ;-

~ (1) commencing the cons~ruction of the sea-wall from both ends j 
(2) delay in sealing the rubble mound j 

(3) undertaking dredging operations in Back Bay without considera.
tion of cost; 

(4) absence of preconcerted programmes to regulate operations. 
The first instance has already been dIscussed in paragraphs 49-54. The 

-commencement of the sea-wall from both ends was decided by the Government of 
BQmbay after the proposal had been referred to sil: George Buchanan and ~pproved 
by- him at a date before the Development Directorate had been created or 
Sir Lawless Hepper had been appointed as Director. There was no question of 
divided responsibility at this date and it is not clear how the Committee concluded 
that the decision was made" because nobody believed himself responsible for the 
due execution of ~he work." 

100. The second instance, the delay in sealing the rubble mound, has also been 
discussed in paragraph 57. Again. there was never any doubt about responsibility. 
Th~ seaijng of the sea-wall was a feature of the scheme as described in Sir George 
Bu.cha~an's r~port of 1919, and the inatter was spel.lially. referred to Sir George 
Buchanan for his instructions. His advice that it should not be done was accepted. 
As the Committee suggest in paragraph 101 of their Report, it was unders~od at 
the time that he thought i~ preferable not to retain in the reclaimed area the ligh~t 
portions of the mud and clay. This attitude might have been reasonable. ~lr 
Alexander G!bb in his repQrt in 1926 indicated that he thought much of the materLaI 
dredged from the harbour would not" provide satisfactory filling for the purpose 
of reclamation ". When the local Government-decided in 1925 to seal the rubble 
w~~ on their ~wn responsibi~ty. they were ~ware that sucafears were an ~gument 
agamst this course. But SIr George Buchanan does not now defen~ his !1d VIce 

. against sealing the wa!J or his subsequent omission to modify this adVlce by 
rderence to the unsatisfactory nature of the filling. He agrees that the rubble 
mO'llnd should have bee~ sealed earlier despite his advice in 1924 to the contrary. 

In any event the delay in sealing was not due, as the Enquiry Committee date, 
~~ because nobody believed himself lesponsible for the due execution of th~ wOlk ". 
The Director and the Chief Engineer, in the .first instance, carried out S11' George 
Buchana.n's iDl'ltructioDs. In the long run-but not till the outIo,?k had become 
ha.d and confidence in SU George Buchanan had weakened.....-the DIrector, on the 
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advioe of the Chief Engineel', :recommended to the Government of Bombay that the 
rubble moun~ should be sealed and the Government of Bombay accepted thia 
recommendatIon. 

, 101. ~he third instance, viz., the undertaking of dredging operations in 
-Back Bay, JS bound up with the decision k, begin thp sea-wall at both ends 
simultaneously. The following is quoted from the text of the cable which the firm 
of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan suggested on lOth July 1920 that the India Office 
should send to the Government of Bombay :-

" To begin building the wall in two places will not materially advallce 
matters unless Ieclamation can also- be proceeded with and Buchanan is 
considering whether the new dredger (i.e., 'Sir George Lloyd') and the 
'Jinga' (sic., but 'Kalu' meant) can work simultaneously at eastern aIld 
western areas" (Report paragraph 98.) . 
It is unfortunate that Sir George Buchanan was not asked to explain 

his reference to the eastern and western areas in view of his subsequent 
explanation of his proposed scheme of operations (London evidence, page 
666 lines 25-27). Teere was no question of divided responsibility at this 
date. The Government of Bombay involved themselves in dredging in 
Back Bay on the Bole advice of Sir GeOrge Buchanan. The Buggestion of the 
Committee seems to have its origin in the ccntradictory evidence of Sir George 
Buchanan. After agreeiDg that he approved of the "Kalu" going iDto Back 
Bay (London evidence, page 542 line 9) he almost immediat.ely afterwards 
ascribed the proposal to Sir Lawless Hepper and added" we did not want to go into 
Back Bay .. (London evidence, page 544 lines 35-37). 

102. The f('brth instance of the result of divided responsibility is the" absence 
of preconcerted programmes to regulate operations". There were, however, 
programmes to regulate operations as the xepo"h of Sir George Buchanan and the 

.letters from his fum show. The Enquhy Committee apparently agree in 
paragraph 222 of their Report that the responsibility here lay with the fum of 
Messrs. Meik alld Buchanan. 

103. The criticism of the Enquiry Committee in paragraph 194 of their 
Report amounts, in fact, to this, that in certain in~tances the advice of Sir George 
Buchanan was bad or, in the case of programmes to regulate operations, inadequate, 
and it really raises the quest;on whether, and in what circumstances, the advice 
ot Sir George Buchanan should have been rejected. It is admitted that the 
Government of Bombay relied heavily on him. This is brought out in paragraph 
145 (vi) where the Enquiry Committee have stated :-

U The diVISion of responsibility between Sir George Buchanan and his 
firm on the one hand, and the Development Directorate and Sir Lawless 
Hepper on the other, led to slowness in appreciating and delay in acting .upon 
facts which should have been glaringly apparent after the first year's working." 
The Committee are here referring to the first year's working of the dredger 

and the meaaing can only be that after the first year's dredging the Develop
ment Directorate and Sir Lawless Hepper should have taken independent action 
to get better results. This was a serious responsibility. 

10';'. The Enquiry Committee's apparent suggestion that, after the first year's 
working, the Government of Bombay should have discarded the advice and 
assistance of Sir George Buchanan raises a very difficult question. It is easy to 
be wise after the event. In their paragraph 198 the Committee have declared 
"that Lord Lloyd and the Government of Bombay were justified in accepting 
Sir George Buchanan as an expert • . . and that, having taken the man 
recommended by the Government of India, the proper and prudent course was to 
treat his opinion as final and authoritative ". 

In paragraph 82 they say that u S;y Georg~ Buch~nan did not sufficient~y 
assist and advise the Government of Bombay nor did he completely Of satIS
factorily supervise the work<' The !Iuest.ion ar~8 when t~ should have ~een 
recognised to the extent of dISregarding hIS adVIce and &SSlStancP, andlosslbly 
to the extent of terminating the agreement in terms of which he tendere advice 
and assistance and was responsible for supervision. In paragraph 145 (vi) the 
Committee indicate that the crisis came after the first year's working of the qredgel', 
and that from this stage there was no good reagan for not issuing repOlu, th~ 
contents of which-would directly or indh:ectly implicate the firm. The Govern .. 
ment of Bombay agree to this extent with the Committee that with the dxedging 

II w 1-8 COli 
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op~~atjons came the crisi~. The Co~mittee in paragraph 195 state that II the in. 
abIlIty of the dredger to g)ve the reqUIred output has been the chief cause of failure 
and has ha~ a disastrous effect on t~e !illan(fial ~rospectsof the scheme". The 
Governmenll of Bombay would no:. hm~t the chief cause of failure to the in
ability of the dredger to give the required output but would broaden the conclusion 
so as to include the dredging oJ?erations in all their aFpects. The issue 8S to 
responsibility here is vital. SlIlce the date of Sir George Buchanan's letter of 
23rd May 1919, quoted on page 14 of the Report, to Lord Lloyd it haa been 
recognised that" the crux of the whole scheme lay in the provision a~d succesl'ful 
working of the dredger or dredgers". This can hardly be emphasised too often 
The actual share 'of the dredging operations in the partial failure of the scheme ~ 
shown in the following paragraphs. 

\ 105. Although the Back Bay Scheme was accepted by the Government of 
Bombay in December 1919 at an estimated cost of Re. 400 lakhs, it WaR known in 
1921 that the cost would be Rs. 702 lakhs. The project es,;imate for this an ount 
was not officially sanctioned till the following year. But this fact was made 
pubHc by the Governor, Lord Llv}d, in a speech to the Indian Merchants' Chamber 
in August 1921 and in correspondence which was published in full in the pre~ 
The rise in the estimate did not alarm the Government of Bombay who would 
have been well satisfied had the estimate been realised in practice. A rtference to 
appendix A at page 512 of the Bombay evidence shows tb.8.t, even after allowing 
for the increased cost of the dredging plant, the estimate was likely to be realised 
()n the whole, provided that the estimate for dredged filling proved to be correct: 
Now the estimate for the dredged filling in the project estin-ate was Re. 82,03125 
and wa~ calculated at 5 annas per cu) ic yard for 25,000,000 cubic yards pl'us 5 
per cent. for contingencies. Sir George Buchanan's original estimate for dredued 
filling, includjn~' capital cost of plant, W8.~ Rs. 125 lakhs calculated at 8 annas per 
cubic yard for 25,000,000 cubic yards. Th", ;Late of 8 annas was based on the figures 
given at page 30 of his report, viz., plant 3'92 annas, working expenses 3'U, total' 
7'03 annas. The rate of 4 annas per cLbic yard for plant coincided with the price 
£J.99,000 quoted for the dredging plant at page 17 of his report and with the 
rate of Rs. 12 ::;:: £1 which he assumed for exchange. It is, therefore, fAir to him 
to assume that he had 4 annas per cubic yard available in rus estimate for working 
expenses of the dredging plant instead of 3'U annas shown on page 30 of his 
report. Therefore, in allowing in the project estimate 5 annas per cubic yard plus 
5 per cent. for contingencies, the Chief Engineer provided a considerable margin 
over the rate of 4 annas per cubic yard, increased by 10 per cent., which the Govern
ment of Bombay had virtually accepted in 1919. The provision for dredged filling 
in the project estimate appeared, therefore, in 1922 to be sufficiently liberal. 

106. The provision for dredging has proved inadequate for three reasons :
(1) the inability of the dredger to give the required output; 
(2) the leakage of pumped material d.uring the first two working seasons 

due toihe acceptance of Sir George Buchanan's advice that the rubble mound 
should not be sealed and the consequent delay in doing so; 

(3) the working of only one shift in the first season and the failure in the 
next two seasons to work two shifts for 24 hours a day. 

107. In considering the respective responsibilit~es in these n.atters of Sir Lawless 
Hepper and Sir George Buchanan, it is pertinent to note that, while Sir Lawless 

'Hepper's experience as an engineer was, "in a general sense, a qualification not 
very specific IJ, (London evidence, page 406 lines 9-10) for his appointrr.ent by 
Lord Lloyd's Governll'..ent as Director of Development and while the firm of 
'Messrs:Meik and Buchanan were justified in paying regard to this fact in "f'ighing 
his responsibilities for the " actual" or "due execution" or ,. carrying out of 
the schell'..e ", all parties were well aware that Rir Lawless Hepper had no 
knowledge or experience of dredging operations. These were the crux of the 
scheme, and it was in virtue of his expert knowledge and experience of. such 
operations-a knowledge and experience which Sir George Buchana~ hirr-Belf 
emphasised in his correspondence with Lord Lloyd in 1919-that SIr Geo:ge 
Buchanan was appointed first to report on :Mr. Kidd's. scheme and then to adV1se, 
assist and supervise in the execution of his .own sch6:ne. The success of t~ 
dredging operatic;>ns depended on the advice of his firm, on the efficiency ~f thell 
nominee in the post of Deputy Chief Engineer in charge of the operations, on 
;their assistance to- him and on their supervision of the operations. 
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108.. Sir G~or~e Buchanan's .attitude in. this matter is that his responsibility 
e~ded ~th desIgIDng the dred~er. . The ~esponsibility .for getting the output lay 
Wlth. Su: Lawless Hepper. This attItude 1.8 based on his assertions that" there 1.8 

llothing the matter Wlth the dredger and there is nothing the matter 1\ith the 
material" (London evid-mce, page 608 lines 18-19). He clinches his views when 
~ Counsel examined hilll on evidence given by his partner Mr. Halcrow (London 
eVIdence, pages 712-.713!. A.reference to th~ London evidence (page 820) w:i)l 
show that the follOWIng IS a fau: summary of Su: George Buchanan's views:-

There was nothing to supervise. There was no engineering at all. All 
that was to be done was to get the output. There was no subst&.utial dllierence 
between excavation in the quarry and dredging in the harbour. Sir Lawless 
Hepper was responsible for putting the staff on double time and paying 
bonuses. 

109. 1I0wever, this statement may be regarded-and the first sentence at least 
cannot be accepted-it still remains true that the firm of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan 
were required under their agreement" at all times to assist and advise" 
and that the .works were to be .e closely supervised" by the firm and that 
Sir George Buchanan was to devote the greater part of his time to this particular 
work. It is a fact, also, that he did give advice on the dredging operations. It 
was on his initiative that a Deputy Chief Engineer in special charge of dredging 
operations-a post not originally contemplated-was appointed and the officer 
afPointed was nominated by him, without any suggestion from the Government 
o Bombay, at the time he proposed the creation of the new appointment. He 
advised, when asked, that the sea-wall should not be sealed, though he apparently 
recognised ultimat.ely that sealing was the proper course. He advised, when 
consulted, about the staff of the dredging section. He advised, but not till February
March 1925, that a bonus should be paid and his advice was accepted. He advised 
in 1925, on his own initiative, that a Deputy Dredging Master should be engaged 
and hip I\dvice was accepted. These instances are sufficiently illustrative. 

110. Of the three important :reasons for the failure of the dredging given in 
paragraph 106, Sir George Buchanan and not Sir Lawless Hepper is plainly respons
ible for (1) the inability of the dredger to give the required output and (2) th~ 
leakage of pumped material during the first two dredging seasons. 

111. As regards (3), the working of only one shift in the first season and the 
failure in the next two seasons to work two shifts of 24 hours a day, Sir George 
Buchanan is also mainly responsible. Whatever may be said of the local arrange
ments made by his nominee, the Deputy Chief Engineer in charge of dredging 
operations, the firm of Messrs. Meik and Buchanan were responsible for advising 
and assisting the Government of Bombay in this matter and the, failed to do so, 
Sir George Buchanan's instructions to Mr. Brims (London evidence, page 523 
lines 59-62, page 625 lines 48-49, page 676 line 14 and lines 55-56, page 829 lines 
~6-20) were neyer at any time communicated to the Government of Bombay and it 
if! singular that at the end of the first season's dredging he should not ha ve criticised 
the local executive in this matter in his reports of 14th February 1924 and 15th 
December 1924 (Evidence, part III, pages 28 and 30). Admittedly, he pressed 
the Government of Bombay to regard the first season as experimental (London 
evidence, page 523 lines 23-25). His firm was well aware that dredgers were usually 
worked 24 hours a day (Mr. Halcrow's evidence, page 694 lines 5-25). Mr. Halcrow 
says that the giving of advice in this matter was left to Sir George Buchanan 
(London evidence, page 697 lines 4-12). The firm knew exactly the local arrange
ments because they had sent the men out from England (London evidence, page 
757 lines 24-25) and they did not hesitate to communicate their anxiety about the 
arrangements for doubling the shifts in the second dredgillg season (London 
evidence, appendix VI, page 854). In face of this Sir George Buchanan's defence 
of himself for not advising a double-shift in the first working season (London 
evidence, page 759 line 61 to page 760 line 12) makes singular reading along with 
his admission that he pressed the Bombay Government to treat the first season's 
working as experimental. 

112. Sir George Buchanan has now agreed that 24.hours a ~y sh~ul~ have 
been worked from the outset. His excuses for not tendenng definite adVIce In the 
matter are that he" was always faced with a non-possumus" (London eviden~, 
page 524 line 45), because he btlieved that Sir Lawless Hepper would have saId 
" he could not get it " (i.e., a. double shift) in the first s~son (London evidenc,:, page 
625 line 11), that he had no power to send out dredgmg masters and that WIthout 
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control there was no possibility U of making them work 15 hours a day" (London 
evidence, page 761 lines 1-12). These reasons have no substance whatever U 

, 'waS' the duty of his fum U at all times" to " assist and advise the Governme~t of 
Bomba.y" and it was the special duty of Sir George Buchanan' "closely II to 
supervise the work and to " devote the greater part of his time to it II. Let 
it be granted that a dredging engineer of greater initiative and driving power 
than Sir George Buchanan's nomine.e W:0uld have made better arrange
ments from the outset and that his faIlure to do so involves the Chief 
Engineer and the Director of Development in a measure of responsiLility. 
the fact nevertheless remains that the firm of Messrs. Meik and Buchana~ 
and Sir George Buchanan in pitrticu1ar were s;pecially appointed by reason of their 
greate~ kno-yvledge an~ experience of dredging operations .to rectify such defects 
by theIr adVIce and aSSIstance. In no part of the operabons was their advice 
and a,ssistance so e~ential as in the dredging operations. Up to the last 
Sir George .Buchanan was pressed ~ard by Goven;unent for sugges.tions for improving 
the dredging output. It was pomted out to him by the Enqurry ComnJittee that 
if he were dissatisfied with the attitude of Sir Lawless Hepper, he could have 
aPJ>eale~ to ~over~ent or ,the. G:0veru?r pc:sonally. Sir George Buchanan. 
usually, If not mvarlably, had offiClal mtervlews With Government at the close of his 
visits to Bombay and on the occasion of his last visit, in particular, he was interviewed 
offi~ially ~ on one Qccasion, by three members of the Government as well as separately 
by His Excellency the Governor and pressed hard for suggestions for g6ttin~ a 
better output from the" Sir George Lloyd". He never on any of these occaSlOns 
suggested that the system of working was defective and the GoverDlllent of Bombay 
are p.ot disposed to accept his suggestions that he made oral complaints in other 
quarters (London evidence, page 759 line 61, page 760 line 10). 

113. When regard is had to the fact that Sir George Buchanan was in 
ignorance 'of the existence of the weekly dredging reports which were handled by 
other members of his firm (Messrs. Balcrow and Settle), one of whom at least 
professes that action on, them was nevertheless left to Sir George Buchanan (London 
evidence, page 697 lines 4-7), it is easy to understand how the latter failed to tender 
the requisite advice. The division of responsibility which reduced the efficiency 
of the dredging operations was to be foun,d in the office of Messrs. ?I1eik and 
Buchanan. 

114. The Committee in paragraph 82 of their Report have found that 
Sir George Buchanan did not sufficiently assist and advise the Government of 
Bombayand did not completely or satisfactorily supervise the work. It is obvious 
that, if this judgment is accepted, the Chief Engineer and the Director could not 
make a complete success of a work, when the technical advice and asssistance on 
which they relied was defective. This is specially true of the dredging 
operations-the crux of the scheme-where in fact Sir George Buchanan's omissioM 
in advice and assistance and his lack-of supervision have been disastrous. 

115. Lord Lloyd, whose Government was responsible for the initiation of the 
scheme and for the appointments of Sir George Buchanan and Sir Lawless Hepper, 
described, in his evidence, their responsibilities in general terms Ly saying that the 
former w?-s responsible for the strategy and the latter for the tactics of the schelf e. 
The analogy is satisfactory enough. No one expectsa general to win,.as a ma~ter 
of course, a victory when the strategic plan to which he must conform 18 .de!~ctlve. 
U it is accepted that Sir George Buchanan was guilty of the errors ar;'-d onussIOns for 
which the Committee find him responsible, then it follows that practlcally. the w1l:016 

blame for the comparative failure of the dredging operations must be laId on hiJJ'. 
Their yastly increased cost over the project es~imate, together with the heavy 
interest charges involved by the delay in getting the first reclaimed land ready for 
sale, are the principal reasons for the financial failure of the whole scheme. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient eerV3nt, 

R. D. BELL, 
Secretary to the Government of Bombay. 

:Peveloplllen~ Departroent. 
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APPENDIX A.. 

(Se4t paragraph 4.) 

Rates of exchange for Calcutta Telegraphic Transfers on London (average'()f dany ratest. 

,~.t" I (.;:!!-~l I ..... I '''L .". ..... ..... : .... 
I 8. tl. 8. tl. S. tl. . B. tl. B • tl. 

• hauary .. ...... 2 31 I Oi. I 3U 1 "'I 
February .- .... 2 81 I 4~" I 31

' H, 1 '1 
March 

I 
2 't 1 ~\ 1 3.1 .. 1 "A . , ..... 

I 
AP111 I 2 3U I 31 I 3';' 1 41 .. . .... 
llay .. .... 2 11'. 1 31 I 311 I "'I 
.JUDe .. .. .... 1 11 I 

I 
3" ... I 3 . .:". I 'If 

.Yuly .. I .. ...... 1 10h I fdl'l 1 31 1 '1'1 
August . , ..... I IOU 1 4/ .. 1 3U 1 , 
September I .... I lOr'r 1 51'1 I 3U I 41 .. 
October I '2 () I 7" 1 'U 1 31 1 'u "I ~'i 

NO\"omber 2 1 1 '/~ 1 41i I 3U 1 'Il .. 
I : 

December .. 2 q 1 'I'" I 31 1 au 1 5.f, 
I 

The apprOXlmat,e average r&tee fa.r the menth& Ocfiober·December 19W were l-
8. tl. 

OLtober 19U 2 0 
November H 

December" 

APPE~TJ)IX B. 

(See paragraph 9.) 

•. 2 1 

2 'I 

8. II. 8. 

I 5/, 1 

1 'U 1 

I 4U 1 

I 'I I 

1 4U 1 

I 'U 1 

1 5-h 1 

1 6.1'1 1 

1 lill 1 

1 6 1 

1 /)11 x • 1 

1 6R 1 

Rise in cost of public works between 1912 and 1919. Figures supplied by the 
Chief Officer, Bombay City Improvement Trust. 

Road .construotioo. 

II. 

5U 

6}l 

5" x. 

5U 

5" 1 • 

6-1. 
61r 

6(. 

6Ir 
6". 

6f'i 

6/y 

Cost per c.ft. 01 a 4O,ft. road. 

Road work including surfacing 
::\torm-water drain 

Pipe sewer 
Tree plantation 
Lighting arrangements 

.Add 10% for supervision and contingencies 

11 w 1-9 CON 

Total cost of a 4().ft. road 
Increased cost 

.. 

1912. 1919. 

na. Bs. 
13'11 lS'7()' 

5'89 9'23 
4:38 7'38 
8'19 ()'54· 

1'00 1'99 

24'D7 37'S4 

2'lG 3'78 

27'()3 41'62 
54 per cen.t, 



APPENDIX C. 
(See paragraph 23 ) 

~e cost of the sea-wall t~ the end of November 1926~ in~luding proportionate ex tnwfAr,. 
«>f an Items other than dredgmg and permanent worb, 15 gtTell. beloy:_ P 

l.":""ntrect expenditure on permanent worb excepr ~reiging.-

I. Gantry 
n. Sea-wan on rubble mound 
m. 1\la88 concrete wall at Colaba 

Ra. 
•. 10,83,295 
•. 44",38,483 

7,52,950 

He. 

2.-Itema of permanent worb other than rIreiIging arul .ea-f.Ct%ll.- (j2.7·J,7t~ 

IV. ('ross walls, 
'XII(3) Dry filling-Marlliti Linea 
XIll. Murnm topping 
XVI. Storm-water drains- , 

HI. 
2~66,195 

.. 10,60,756 
20,168 

1. Marine Lines 
2. Colaba 

7,81,247 
•. 16,26,259 

Total " 37,54,625 37,54.6:'!~ 

Total •. I,OO.29.3,'j:~ 

3.-Expenailure 011 temporaT!f works, quarry, Marine Line& and Colaba: btA.lld'"!I~ ami 
planJ and rrw,cmnery.-

V-A. KandivIi 'luarry acquisition 
V-B. KandivIi opening out quarry 
V-C. KandivIi quarry: machinery and buildings 

VI-A. Marine Lines: preparation of site and accolIllOOdation 
for staff 

VI-B. Marine Lines: machinery and buildings o. 

VIT-A. Colaba J preparation and provision for accommodation • 
VII-B. Colaba: machinery and buildings 
VIll. Marine Lines-Colaba Railway ., 

IX. Transportation and rolling-stock 
_ XII(40) Dry ti.lling--KandivIi Section 

XVJ(3) Storm-water drains (KandivIi) .. 
XX. Maintenance of works • •. 

Total of temporary works 

Proportionate amount to be borne by sea-wall of Rs. 1,27,52,710 
62,74,728 

BIl. 
5,70,8-11 

18,11,799 
21,20,759 
8,82,399 

14,64,510 
3,18,932 
9,78,776 
8,38,356 

21,.f8,96( 
3,55,426 
1,77,243 
4,84,699 

---
1,27,52,71 () 

- --'---- X 1,27,5-2,710 = 79,78,500 
1,00,29,353 

Therefore, total COllt of sea-wan is--
(a) Direct expenditure on permanent worb 
(EI) Proportionate expenditur~ of temporary w~)lks 

Total 

.Add~nsultant's fees a:tld establi&hment charges @ 101 % of 
Its. 1.42,53;288 

Total cost of sea-wall 

Note.-Total expenditu.;e on the whole work as per Audit and 
Account Officer's statement is 

- Less consultant's lees 

Consultant's fees 
Establishment 

Total 

Rs. 
4,96,679 

39,60,584 

44,57,263 

4,457 X 100 
----= 101 cy~ 

42,448 

= 62,74,728 
= 79,78,56() 

1,42,53,288 

14,96,59;") 

= 1,57,49,883 

4,29,45,070 
4,96,679 

4,24,48,391 



·Season. 

. 
1923·24. 

23 weeks • 

1924·25. 

11 WeekI IlDgle 

211 weeks double 

1925·26. 

301 weeks 
, 

1926·27. 

9l weeks 
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APPENDIX D. 

Results of the operations of the dredger "Sir George lloyd". 

(See paragraph 61.) 

i Total output 
I I Average AYerage I A1'erage 

T.d&l':Pooj PWDpIDg ealculated output I Number f number uf 
houn per I from Bound. per . 0 boars 

day. ingakkell pumpmg IBhifta 'WOrked. I worked per 
In harbour. hour. day • 

I 

(SlDgle) 1221 {: m. Hm. m.. Cub. yda. Cub. yds. Hn. m. 

S5 6 55 8,59,858 1,020 II J 

..\ 55 30aingle 7 
5:} { 7 slDgle 12 4 

shift. 12,61,986 856 
., 1417 52doublt' 11 128 double 15 4J 

• .\ 1904 50 11 24 18,28,303 960 203 double 
. 

14 .. 
I 

..I 918 25 17 30 
I 

14,29,406 1,556 66 double 18 45 

APPENDIX E. 
(See paragraph 72 ) 

Letter dated the 11th April 1922 from Messrs C. S. Meik and Buchanan:-
With reference to your letter No. 600, dated 17th March 1922, enclosing a list of additional 

plant required for the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme, we have as requested invited tenders for 
the various items but in connection v.ith the necessity fur making all these purchases at the 
present time we have the following remarks to make :-

2. Rolling-stock.-·You have at present in use at Bombay No. 132 20-ton side tIpping 
wagons which, at 48 wagons to the train, is equal to two full trains plus 36 spare wagons; 
you have now ordered No. 106 20-ton flide tip wagons which will give you in all 4 trains and 4.6 
spares or 2 wagons short of 5 trains. You have also ordered 50 end tippmg wagons for work 
at Colaba. Presumably from these orders you anticipate during next season bringing do"n 
from the quarries 2 trains of stOll6 a day for use at Col8oba and 2 trains for use at Marine line'S, 
whilst at Marin!! Lines in addition to the rubble stone you wil1 require ballast for concrete 
unless 4w:ing the monsoon months you have accumulated there sufficient ballast for the seaSOll'S 

work. 

3. Now we beli~ve we are r;ght in flaying that the whole of the work on the Colaba scction, 
lealing out t,he large protection blot.1cs (as to the necessity for which we will discuss later in this 
letter), is equivalent to 150 trains of stone or at say 45 trains per month, 3t mont~s work. 
The question then arises as to what you. are going to do with all this rolling-stock, representing 
a large amount of capital, when the Colaba section is finished; moreover, on consideration we 
doubt very much if you will be able to utilize at Colaba so many as 45 trains a month in 
conjunction with 50 end tipping wagons because we believe you will find building the wall by the 
end tipping arrangement very much slowt'r than 'by using a gantry as at llarine Lines: in fact 
to acoelerate the work you may find it necessary to erect a staging along some portions of the 
line. 

4. It therefore seems questionable to us whether you require so much additional rolling 
stook, more especially as it is understood that progress at Marine Lines is not so urgent as 
progre.ss at Colaba, and if you get your railway communication between Colaba and Marine 
I.ines finished by September, and have the end tipping wagons out by that date you 'Jill be 
able to start at Colaba well ahead of the season's work at Marine Lines. 

As you have nothing to fear from the monsoon !:lea, we had indeed hoped that it might 
be possible to do a great deal of work during the coming monsoon. 

6. YOll have asked for 2 more cc lfoss Bay" type locomotives and 2 of a heavier type. 
Are these all absolutely necessary? Or as the distance from }farine Lines to Colaba is only 
about 4 miles, could not a "Moss Bay" engine take half a full train at a time t 

6. 6-tQn 60 feet radius PMt:t cra'leflYl Colaba.-We understand this is required for Iarng 
the protection blocks on the Colaba section of the work. We have, however, discussed this 
proposal fully with Sir George Buchanan and we are not in favour in the first instance of 
placing any heavy protection blocks at Colaba, v.hilst in any case we are of opinion that 3 to 
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~ tons will he ample ~aximum weight. Our ~iew ill that tJle rubble mO\ln(l up to Il. W. O. 
S'r T. should be bUllt across the reef a!ld falrly heavy stones tipped on the outside slope. 
\\ e 8h~uld then hke the mound to remain over a mon,soon period, the effect. of the waves !f 
allY b~mg carefully watehed and the bank made up from time to time if neces.."IUY. In the 
followmg season the concrete superstruoture could be built. and such heavy pitching placed 
as h~s been d~ided upon. This ~lelay ill fi~ishing t~e work will be preferable from several points 
of \'lew ~nd will no~ hmder dredgmg operatlOns which can.be put in hand as soon as th~ ruhble 
mound IS up to hIgh water lrunk and a cross wall budt.. Under thelle circu1lllltanet'1' 'We 
therefore, suggest that the ordering of the heavier crane might be delayed for the pretlt't}t. • 

7. 3" RI/.8ton's" t1aVl:ies/or work at the quorr¥.-We note that you require mol'\! hfting 
power at ~he quarry to ~~I With the hea\ y protec~lOn stones and also require at a later period 

1;0 deal WIth large qua~tlhes o~ moorum. That bewg the case, do you J't.'aUy think you require 
all three of these machllles, estimated to cost £4,000 eaoh, ordered at once' We sugg~'t\t. that 
you should order one now, and the others if necessary at a later date. 

\ 8. W~ shaU b~ glad if you "'!II d~scu~ thi~ letter with the Director and send us a cablep-am 
at the earliest poSSIble date. No time IS bemg lost, as. the Easter holidays begin this wl'ek 
and we do not expect to have received all the tenders before we receh'e & telegraphic rtply to 
this letter. -

We fully understand that as the work is being done "ithout a contractor great weight 
ruust b.e attached to the wish~ of. the engineer on the spot in the matter of plant and plana for 
execution and we have no deSIre In any way to hamper you. On the other hand it must he 
remembered that, in addition to the actual capital cost of the plant, interest for many years 
has to he paid, and it is desirable to ecollomise wherever it is possible to do lOo "ithout interfering 
\\llh efficiency or ",ith the speedy execution. 

Letter dated. t.he 12th April 1922, from Messrs C. S. Meik and Buchanan. 

New plant-lea8on 1922-23. 

Ill: continuation of our letter to you of yesterday's date, paragraph 5, and with referenc3 
to paragraph 2 in your letter of the 17th March] 922. You state that a more powerfullocomoth e 
"ill be wanted for moving a whole rake between Marine Lines and Colaba, this rake oonsisti..IIg 
of 48 wagons, weighing 281 tons each amounting to 1,368 tons. The locomotivt"~ quoted fur 
by the Avonside Engine Company, to "hich you refer, is specified as hauling 1,168 tona on the 
level. We have asked the contractor to tender'for locomotives to pull 1,400 tons and ha\e 
receive(i replies from several of them and they state that this is too large a load for the type 
of engine and would be bigger than standard. Wecould no doubt, however, obtain a standard 
type to puJi 1,000 tons or rather more. .. 

Would it not, however, be better to a\"Oid this large type of engine by runcing a train, 
in two parts and sticking to the sUe of engine of the" Moss Bay" type which you a~ady 
have! 

Letter from the Chief Engineer, Back Bay Reclamation Scheme, No. 1285, dated the 
3rd May 1922, to Messrs. C. S. Meik and Buchanan, London. 

With reference to your letter dateillth April 1922 regarding rolling-stock, I am sending 
t'}-day a cable 'giving the result of discussion that I have had with Sir Lawless Hepper. I 
think when working out the number of trucks required, you have not realised that wWe two 
trains are being filled at the quarry, two trains are being emptied at the Bombay end. We 
therefore require 192 trucks for the trains, and allowing 20 wagons for spares and being under 
repairs. this makes 212. When we receive t.he 106 20·ton side tipping wagons now asked for, 
we shall have in aU 238 wagons, leaving a balance of 26 for use at the quarry, Marine Unes and 
Colaba; allotting 10 to quarry, 10 to Marine Lines and 6 to Colaba, the "hole number of wagons 
is accounted for. 

In paragraph 5 you have queried. the necessity for t.wo more locomotives of the' "lfo1'-!I 
B~y" .ype and two of the heavier type. Working with end tipping wag0';l8 at Colaba, we shall 
certainly require 3 locomotives for that portion of the work; At Marine Lines, "here the yard 
is much more convenient than we can make it at Colaba, the two locos that work there are kf'p~ 
fully employed, and a heavier locomotive is required to ~andle the, trai~ bet~een Marine Lin('. 
and Colaba and. possibly after that work is done, help m the Manne Lines 11 ard. 

After going through paragraph 6 of your letter with Sir Lawl~ Ht"pper, \\'6 agreed that 
the 6-ton 60 feet radius portal crane for Colaba can be deferred this year. 

~ 

I should not like to have to carry on dredging operations up to H. W. S. only such M 

the level of the top of the rubble mound. First of all the amount. of w?rk to be done would 
be comparatively small; secondly, it is liable to be flooded by any tide higher than 86'25 anti 
"ould make work extremely sloppy all over the areas that would be filled to the lower le\"("I. 
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As regards your paragraph 7, Sir Lawle88 Hepper agrees with me that it is best to get th~ 
~ranes at present .. The cranage at the quarry 11 as originally allowed on the basis 0/1,000 ton.'I 
10 a day. I have SlOce re-allocated two 7-ton cranes, one each to Colaba and Marine Lines and 
something more has to be got lor the quany. We have to handle large blocks as these have 
to be stored as they are obtained,.in the course of qu,.nying operations, and in order to do this 
we DllMt have adequate crane power. These 3 na vvies. will also enable us to get 4)ut the moorum 
which will ultimately be required and it seems to me that 38 they will work as 20-ton cranes 
at a radius of 23' 6", they would be. of -more use thall ordinary plain cranes. In the 
telegram I am asking you to proceed with the purchase of all the 3 cranes." 

Letter from the (,hief Engineer, Back Bay Reclamation Scheme, No. 1297, ~ted the 
5th May 1922, to MesSls. C. S. lfeik and Buchanan, London. 

In continuation of my letter No. 1284 of 3rd ~fay 1922, I sent the particulars and drawing 
of the Avonside Engineering eompany's locomotives as it was the best among the many tenders 

- that we received h 1920, but I had no idea of specifying that particular locomotive .. 
I have no predilection as to the type that should be obtained, but I think it would save 

time and trouble if we could move a whole train at once. 

Before sending you the specifications, I took them to the Boiler Inspector unofficially to 
see \\-hether the detaus of the boiler would meet with his approval, and after making a few 
c&lcuJations, he came to the concluE'ion that the Avonside engine would comply \\-lth the 
Bombay boilt:r legulati(Jns. 

We certainly require a much heavier locomotive in the quany than the" Moss Bay" type, 
and as we want to get to move as much trains as possible on the Marine Lines-Colaba Railway, 
I think we should do well to have a large locomotive for that work also. 

A point which I am afraid I have not mentioned is that these locomotives will have to be 
provided with the central coupling as well as the ordinary standard B. B. & C. I. draw bar 
and buffing gear in the same manner as. the" Moss Bay" engines which we have alleady . 

• 
l!fl:tract from a note No. 1304, dated the 3rd May 1926, from the Chief Engineer, 

Back Bay Reclamation Scheme. 

I attach a list· of plant referred to in Messrs. Meik and Buchanan's letter dated the 11th 
April 1922. .. 

The ",hole of this plant had either been in use or was actually in use at the time of 
Sir George Buchanan's last visit to Bombay. 

Items 1 and 2 :--·Locomotives were very necessary, as after their purchase another 5 feet 
6 inches gauge loco had to be purchased locally to keep the Colaba work going. 

Item 3 :-Ruston (sic. Whittaker's) navvies were urgently required at the quarry as the 
large stone wanted lor the mound ,could not bEt loaded up as fast as necessary wj.th the result 
that during the monsoon of 1922 we had to dump a large quantity of small rubble at Marine 
Lines to prevent the wall being undermined, thus increasing the seotion of thlt JllOwd and 
oausing waste of stone. 

Items 5 and 6 were also required ana.lu~ve been constantly used. 

Item 7 :-5-ton cranes.-There was suoh a shortage of cranes that as Deputy Chief 
Engineer, Marine Lines, I had to protest to 11k Lewis, aga.inst handing over a S-ton crane 
to Colaha Seotion, but was made to do so and when he further ordered me to send a 7-ton crane 
to the quarry, I told him I would have to stop work at Marine Lines for want of plant and 
he therefore allowed me to retain it. 

Item 8, :-Drills were required to increase the quarry output. 

Item '9 :-The extra wagons have always been actively employed and we were 80 short 
of wagons after tIley had been delivered that ]\fr. Le"is purchased 8 old wagons specially for 
yard use from the B. B. & C. I. Railway so as to release side tip wagons. 

Item 10 ;-End-tip wagons were used throughout the construction of the rubble mound at 
Colaba. 

Item 11 ;-This motor trolley is the only item which lias not paid for itself as it was 
always breaking down and never could be depended upon but Mr. Lewis constantly used it for 
inspt"otion purposes. 

• Printed at page 3' pM. 

M w 1-:10 COlt 
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List of plant to be obtained for year 1922-23 (vide extract from a note No. 130 1, dated the 
3rd :May 1926, from the Chief Engineer, Back Bay Reclamation Scheme,.at page 37 ante) • . . 

ArtICles. Remarlq •• ::O~ I 
------~.r----.r------------------------,--------------------------

1 

2 

*3 

t4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

-11 

2 No. Four-wheeled locomotives, 5' 6" Fot work at Colaba. 
gauge ?h spares. • 

2 No. Six-wheeled locomotives, 5' 6" with For handlmg whole trains between 
spares. M\\rine Lines and Colaba and for heavy 
. • . I work in quarry. 

3 Rvstpns No. 20 crane navvy with rock For work in quarry. 
buckets. .. 

I six-ton at 60' Hercules crane portal For laying protection blocks at Colab" 
type gauge. end. 

2 No.3 Bernard grabs For work at Manne Lines and Colaba. 
I each. 

2 bogie trucks For general work and conveying concrete 
at Colaba. 

2 No.5-ton craDes, 26' radius For handling material, Marine Lines and 
Colaba. • 

4- drills with trIpods For quarry. 

106 side-tippIng 
capacity. 

waggons, 20 tons For transport of material from_quarry. 

50 end-tIpping waggons, 10 tons capacity. For construction of, ru'hble mound, 
Colaba end and East Colaba. 

One trolley For Use on Marine Lines acd Colaba 
;Railway. 

* Wluttakers were aotuany 8uppbed. 
t This crane was not ordered. 
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